Preparation Book Has Exceptional Distribution

Quota Was 75,000; Placed 91,018!

Testimony Card
- Great Aid to Workers:
  - Conserves Energy;
  - More Placements

The results of “Jehovah’s witnesses’” Praise were November 18-26, 1933, with the Preparation book are a little late in coming to you, but here they are.

As you recall, when we made preparations for this special period, it was rather timidly suggested that we place the quota at 75,000 Preparation. We hardly dared hope it would be accomplished; for that number was approximately twice as many books as we placed during the Praise Period November 18-26, 1932. It was far from certain, the Lord’s people put forth the effort they would crown it with His blessing. Therefore, a careful and deliberate analysis of the entire field was made and a quota of 75,000 Preparation was suggested.

To reach this 75,000 we expected to have 20,000 workers in the field. In this we overestimated, as only 16,658 workers reported, which was more than 4,000 less than last March. Had the full 20,000 reported we should have placed about 115,000 Preparation, and over 100,000 bound books. However, they did not report, and evidently did not work, and by not doing so they lost a great privilege. But enough of what might have been.

Let us turn and analyze what actually took place during this period. The 16,658 workers who reported increased the time in the service this year over last by an average of three-fourths of an hour each; and because of this they were enabled, on average, to give 37 more testimonies. In addition to this, the conditions in the field are also changing. Last November we were able to make 1.61 placements an hour; an increase of 30 percent. This clearly indicates an increased interest in the Kingdom on the part of the people. This should be a great inspiration and stimulus to all of Jehovah’s witnesses. The time has come when there is a decided awakening throughout the country to the needs of the people in general; and those who love Jehovah and are desirous of having a part in the vindication of his name, recognizing this, are anxious to take advantage of every opportunity to place the Kingdom message in the hands of those people.

The accompanying table and the statistical summary, page 2, column 1, shows how the Preparation was placed; over 10,000 more than we dared hope would be placed at the same time preparations for the campaign were made. The number of bound-book placements for this period was 104,553, which is the highest number of bound-book placements of any one period since 1929. For a bound-book period the total of testimonies was also exceptional: 1,030,570.

Undoubtedly the large number of testimonies, the large number of obtainers, and the large amount of literature placed were greatly increased by the extensive use of the binding testimony, which before was used generally throughout the country. They said very little themselves. They handed the testimony to the people and let them read it, and then briefly demonstrated the book.

A great deal of valuable information which we have not space to give here can be obtained by a careful study of the table. However, the outstanding points that this entire campaign carries to the minds of God’s people are: First, that there is a marked awakening on the part of the people for the Kingdom message; Second, that the spirit of Jehovah upon his people is causing them to devote more time and energy to this work. (Continued on page 2, column 1)

To Jehovah’s witnesses:

The obligation laid upon you is to bear testimony to Jehovah’s name. Your deportment should be in keeping with an ambassador of the Lord. Be kind, firm and uncompromising, and always avoid either words or conduct that will necessarily provoke offense. For instance, it is reported that the following conversation occurred between a pioneer and a lady:

Pioneer: (presents the books) The lady replies: “No, I am not interested; I am a Christian Scientist.”

Pioneer replies: “Then you are going straight to the Devil.”

Such language is wholly unbecoming of anyone who represents the Lord. The Lord could not be pleased with such conduct. Frequently brethren who are rough and uncouth and try to force the people to hear them get themselves into trouble.

When you approach a house do so in a gentle way and speak with kindness. You are bringing to the people the greatest message they ever heard, and instead of telling them they are going to hell, say to them that “this message will be of great help to you and I am quite sure you would like to hear it and study it.” If they decline, then respectfully withdraw. Anyone who declines to deport himself or herself in this kind of manner is not worthy of representing the Lord. Never use harsh words, regardless of what the other person may say. Remember that you are a witness for the Lord and your business is not to get anybody into the truth or take anyone out, because that is impossible. If you bring upon yourself persecution as a result of unseemly conduct or language, then you are not suffering for righteousness’ sake. It is only those who suffer because they do right that are suffering with Christ Jesus. These suggestions are for the benefit of those who are having difficulties. Others do not need them.

Your brother and servant by His grace,

J. Rutherford
Jehovah commands his witnesses to tell the people that in the name of Christ Jesus, the vindicator of justice, and the only true king of the world, they shall hope. Those who love Jehovah obey joyfully as pioneers, auxiliaries, sharpshooters and company workers. They are mentally and physically fatigued, but in order to contribute to the effort to test the truth, they spend their time and energy. So we can be sure that the auxiliary arrangement is available. Can not a large number of these tests be made in this manner? Can we tell them that they must have a definite time to learn? Therefore the Society strongly desires that they believe that this is a splendid opportunity for the new year. This is very likely case in time. Therefore many of the brethren throughout the country, due to the tremendous amount of work now going through the factory, but the one appearing in the bulletin can be used as effectively by cutting it out and placing it in a folder as it is or pasting it on a sheet of white envelope and then placing it in the folder, or using it without a folder, as the case may be. It is strongly recommended that each worker get one of the celluloid envelopes for his testimony, and keep the case in the back pew, and keep the testimcay neat and clean, and is generally much better than an ordinary card would be.

**Testimony for Dividing the People**

Following is a reprint of the special testimony prepared by Brother Rutherford for the Dividing the People Report. This testimony is meant to be placed in the mail at the end of each month so that it can be cut out and placed in a celluloid folder and used indefinitively. So you may purchase this testimony card for the English-speaking brethren throughout the country, due to the tremendous

**Reports Should Be Sent in Regularly**

Our Goal 100,000 Attendance Each Month

Not very long ago transcription machines were unknown as a means of giving the Kingdom witness, and now they are a necessary part of the whole testimony preparation. There are many who believe in the power of Jehovah and by means of the transcription machines, the Lord's blessing goes with that, and the witness and recipients are both pleased.

**Bulletin Enclosures**

There are being sent along with this Bulletin, for each worker, one court procedure letter, one new testimony booklet, and one card of five testimonies. The request for a copy of the booklets and cards, will receive three cost lists. All previous cost lists should be destroyed, so that you have only the finest one and need not order.

**Use of Bulletin Enclosures**

The Society requests that these be used only for those who have not yet received them. It is not only the Task force, but the strength and energy of the workers, but also results in a uniform presentation. This is the efficient of the Lord's people in placing the Kingdom message in the hands of the people. It takes the Lord's work entirely out of the category of salesmanship, removes the personality element, and leaves simply the appeal that the Kingdom message is true. It has been outlined in this testimony card. This must of necessity be the thing that appeals to the honest-hearted. You can simply have someone take literature because of another's exerting personal influence over him is of practice. Also, by putting more literature because they want to know about the Lord's kingdom and what it is all about. It is not a mere one-sided, but the Lord's blessing goes with that, and the witness and recipients are both pleased.

**Dividing the People**

Testimony Report

January 20-28

In order that a complete report may be promptly made out for the fiscal year period of January 20-28, we urge each service director, sharpshooter, company worker and company who makes a special effort to promptly mail to us a report card covering the activity in each branch.

Additionally, we request you to promptly send in a complete report for the ENTIRE month of January. The information is to show all the work done from January 1 to 31 inclusive. Please be sure to do this.

**“Dividing the People” Testimony Report**

January 20-28

In order that a complete report may be promptly made out for the fiscal year period of January 20-28, we urge each service director, sharpshooter, company worker and company who makes a special effort to promptly mail to us a report card covering the activity in each branch. Additionally, we request you to promptly send in a complete report for the ENTIRE month of January. The information is to show all the work done from January 1 to 31 inclusive. Please be sure to do this.

**Use of Bulletin Enclosures**

Each worker should get a celluloid case in which to properly keep and present the bulletin, and not just a usual report card. This is very necessary, for otherwise the card will quickly become soiled. The Society has printed but a limited quantity of these cards.

As later testimonies are announced, these can be neatly typed into the regular report card, and with a good celluloid case such cards can be made to last indefinitely.

**Testimony for Dividing the People**

Following is a reprint of the special testimony prepared by Brother Rutherford for the Dividing the People Report. This testimony is meant to be placed in the mail at the end of each month so that it can be cut out and placed in a celluloid folder and used indefinitively. So you may purchase this testimony card for the English-speaking brethren throughout the country, due to the tremendous amount of work now going through the factory, but the one appearing in the bulletin can be used as effectively by cutting it out and placing it in a folder as it is or pasting it on a sheet of white envelope and then placing it in the folder, or using it without a folder, as the case may be. It is strongly recommended that each worker get one of the celluloid envelopes for his testimony, and keep the case in the back pew, and keep the testimony neat and clean, and is generally much better than an ordinary card would be.

**Testimony in these days of perplexity you want to get on the right side of every question. You learned when a child what Jesus said about dividing the people as sheep and goats are separated. That apt prophetic parable is now being fulfilled over all the world and every one is taking the side of Jehovah or against him. Which side are you on? You cannot decide that properly unless you have the facts before you. This booklet explains the whole matter so clearly that you can use it as a guide you can make no mistake. This is your copy and you should read it carefully, that you may be able to help your family and your neighbors to also decide the right way. You may contribute five cents to aid in a wider distribution of this very helpful message.**
Territory in U. S. That Needs Covering

Plenty of Work for All of Jehovah's witnesses

120,000,000 Need the Information on Dividing the People

In Preparation you read, "Faithful brothers can now be divided among the people, to reach them in the light of the truth." This means that Jehovah's people have made headway with the witness work, and that the time has come when the work must be divided among the people. (Philippians 1:3) In this way the possibility of covering the entire territory has been wakened, as the Watchtower stated, "This is written, which pioneers last saw in writing; the possibili-ty of covering a very large section of the earth. What about the isolated territory now in the hands of brothers? Is there any reason why it cannot be covered, as in the days of the apostles, when the kingdom of God and his kingdom. (Romans 16:26) The privilege of dividing the work does not belong solely to one man. It belongs to all the faithful ones. (Colossians 3:24) This is made possible by the book, "Preparation." The writing makes it possible for the pioneer work to be divided among the people. If you act on "Preparation," you will reach more people than ever before for the sake of the kingdom of God. You can be all the more assured of this, for you will act on the real Word of God. (John 8:31, 32) It is a great help to have the work divided among the people, or isolated territory. This will make it possible to reach more people, as you can see from the following facts:

(Continued at foot of column)

Appreciating Preparation And They Placed Them, Too

To those who are serving in the Lord's army as pioneer witnesses, it is given to appreciate the preparation that was arranged for the book, "Preparation." These have expressed their appreciation and deep gratitude to Jehovah and to Jehovah's people who have given their testimony provision, and the following are just a few of the many letters that have been received:

"I wish to acknowledge having received the new book "Preparation," which has been most helpful to the Society and for sending it to me as one of the pioneers. I shall try to make practical use of it in the interest, that I may be better equipped to honor Jehovah's name."

"I wish to express my thanks and appreciation to Jehovah and his preparation. Jehovah surely provides the needs of his people... I received "Preparation" with much gratitude and praise to Jehovah... I wish to thank those who have been pleased to use it. I well recall that a work in the vindication of his name..." (Continued on page 72.)

Testimony Booklet and Testimony Card

Along with this Bulletin is being sent the new "Testimony booklet and Testimony card; a most thriling book and a card to each worker making request for and desiring to use them. These testimonies are especially to be given out promiscuously, but only to those who will use them.

Several of these testimonials are addressed to those who are desirous of having a part in the Kingdom service, should wish to be invited to place themselves in touch with the local company organization or sharpshooter, or to those who are serving in isolated territory they should be instructed to communicate with this office. These written statements are made in order to give every person that has a part in the Lord's service now. They should be used by the pioneer workers to write the Watch Tower Bible & Tract Society, 117 Adams St., Brooklyn, N. Y. (Continued on page 73.)

The U.S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Chemistry and Soils, Washington, D.C. These maps are very useful for locating schools and churches in the county, and, in fact, are more satisfactory than the U.S. postal map for which a charge of 50c is made.
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Transcription Machine Experiences
This Is How Some of Them Do It

If You Are Not in This Work You Will Soon Want To Be

Much interesting and valuable information has been sent to us by brethren who are using the transcription machine, which is a help and comfort to people. The message of Jehovah's Kingdom is being carried to the homes of people by the method suggested. The entire city of Aklieville in Alaska was worked up. The city proper is being worked over by the method of transcription. The people are sent out the day after the meetings are held.

Reports received from the West Coast add to the list of possible placements and church organizations. The brethren are invited to use the transcription machine.

The above cut speaks for itself. In this stall in Adelaide, Australia, a public meeting was arranged for use by the transcription machine. The exhibitor was pleased and the company reports that over 1,600 pieces of literature have been placed there.

The following is but an example of many reports concerning placements of literature: At one meeting, out of 50 listeners, 25 took booklets. All these meetings were arranged for Sundays and week-nights, and did not interfere with our regular house-to-house work.

Another instance where the machine was taken to a large group of people and used without a great expenditure is shown in this: Perhaps the greatest joy in giving these lectures so far has been at the reformation camps. In one instance we left 12 volumes and several booklets and started a study. Some of the boys were homesick and they thanked us many times for coming out and giving the message, which was a great comfort to them. At one camp we arranged for a lecture in the late evening, and on instructions from the commanding officer a great camp fire was made. Hundreds of boys sat around it on the banks of a beautiful little lake. Brother Rutherford's voice rang out with great clearness and volume all over the camp. No other equipment was used. We had to keep the fire burning to have the message heard.

The great distance over which Rutherford's voice carried was due to the telephone and the fact that the camp fire provided an audience. The company of the brethren was pleased with it and came to see what was going on. The deep-voiced man was doing the talking.

From Michigan: "We are finding that state parties afford a very good place to give the lectures, and permission has never been refused thus far. In the similar meetings that were two clergymen, and these took it so hard that they went around saying that the brethren are going to make a point of holding these meetings wherever they can."

What Time Should Be Reported on Your Report Cards?

Some questions have come to the office asking about the time spent in the portable transcription services. The report of the service, however, should show how the number of workers and the hours these workers spent in door-to-door witnessing were included in this report. It would throw off all percentages and averages and give an incorrect idea of the time spent in the work. The Lord and the brethren are working on a new method of transcription which will be done mostly in the evenings, and the brethren are working on the time spent in the work. Whether or not they are doing more than a brother who has been appointed to lead a study meeting, the Lord and the brethren are doing their work because they believe in the work of the Lord and their work. What the Society desires to have is a committee to study this question and to report to the brethren. This will be done as soon as possible, and if we hope it will be an encouragement to the brethren in preparing literature for the remnant and to those who are going to study it in the three languages of the Bible.

Items of Interest on Remnant's Thanksgiving Period

NORWAY

The outstanding feature of this year's Thanksgiving Period was a marked enthusiasm throughout the world and a determination to do more than any time before. Nearly twice as much literature was brought to the brethren in this Thanksgiving Period last spring.

SARRE BASIN

"Never before in any service week have there been such zeal and joy in preparing literature. The chief reason for this was that the literature was being prepared for the remnant and for the three languages of the Bible. Al-
Thanksgiving Testimony of Jehovah’s witnesses

Brother Rutherford Writes Comforting Letter to Anointed

March 24-April 1 Time for Concentrated Action

1,006,000 Quota for U.S.A.
Memorial, Convention,
Chain Hookup,
Brother Rutherford’s
Lecture,
Dividing the People,
The Anointed Must Act!

Brother Rutherford’s letter addressed to the anointed and enclosed with this Bulletin sets out clearly the importance and significance of this special period of thanksgiving for Jehovah’s witnesses. Read this letter carefully before getting on with the work, for in it, further, as it is of utmost importance to the anointed. After you have thoroughly studied it, then, in set out we feel sure that your mind will have been made up that you will have some part in witnessing with the booklet Dividing the People. To make this the greatest witnessing period, to make Jehovah’s name mean to increase the testimonies given. Every arrangement is made for this increase.

Let’s jump to Los Angeles, Calif. There preparation for a convention of the Lord’s anointed to anoint the same way. Everyone who can possibly attend will do so, for it is an assembly of the Lord’s anointed from over, but also from every tongue, so that this comforting the place designated to give instruction. He stated this same message is Dividing the People, and on Sunday, March 25, is the public meeting. Can you imagine that Sterne Auditorium packed to capacity, 5,000 persons, and the overflow meeting? What a thrill to be at either of these places! By the Lord’s grace Brother Rutherford there stands before this large audience, addressing not only them, but at the same time his voice is carried over a chain of radio stations that will reach all parts of North America and, we hope, other countries. This in itself, the start of this testimony period, is a tremendous witness and testimony.

Such a beginning for the Thanksgiving period, whether you can be at the convention or not, should be cause enough for everyone to want to have a part in it. The nearly fulfillment of the promises of the only true God. Then, in the middle of the week, in the evening of Wednesday, March 28, is the Memorial. All of Jehovah’s witnesses, wherever they may be, will at that time partake of the Memorial supper. This will be all the more appreciated after five days of extraordinary effort in the field service. Then follow four days to continue in the before the remembrance of God was ever organized. As Brother Rutherford says in his letter, “the tenth_plague is the death of the firstborn of Satan’s organization, and is near at hand. Before that expression of Jehovah’s Wrath, the ANOINTED MUST ACT.”

For this concentrated action every preparation has been made. For several weeks the factory at Brooklyn has been turning out by the booklets Dividing the People. As this Bulletin goes to press more than 4,000,000 of these booklets have been printed and are in the hands of others going to every corner of the world. Back into the jungles of Africa, into the big cities of civilized nations, into every nook and corner where there is one representing Jehovah as his witness. These booklets are not on their way, so that the people of God will be helped to take the truth to the other. Branches all over the world are putting forth every effort to get either this booklet or Even to the Kingdom, into the hands of Jehovah’s witnesses so that an intense campaign can be carried on in their own countries. Bulletins in every language are being prepared, and Brother Rutherford’s letter is being translated into all tongues, so that this comforting letter to the anointed may reach the tongues of every people, nation, and language. To one isolated it may seem that it is just a small work being accomplished; but remember that when all of the individual reports from every corner of the globe come in, and when they are added together, the total will run into the millions. A year ago, in the United States alone there were over 20,000 workers engaged in the field service, and these gave over 2,250,000 hours of service. These were a dedicated witness, and resulted in placing over 875,000 pieces of literature. Surely this and even more can be done, for it is Jehovah that will give the increase. If we consider just for a moment how many one must place to make a quota of a million, you will find that it is not difficult; however, it will require time, but with the use of the catalogue your card will be conserved and a united witness will be given. For example: If 1,800 pioneers place 175 booklets each, that would make 335,500; 800 auxiliaries, 150 each, would be 90,000; other workers, 35 each, would make 647,500. There we have it, a total of 1,924,000 Dividing the People booklets in only 9 days. That for the United States. Other countries will have their own quotas. Those of the remnant will aid their Jonathad brethren in carrying on this work by furnishing them with publications, literature and territory. So the work will increase until it has filled the whole earth.

It is very evident from the message the Lord brings to his people through the Watch Tower you have come to the time when the remnant must be in unity, “Christ Jesus is the Head of Jehovah’s capital organization, and it is always the head that directs the operations. By his hands those booklets are not on their way, so that the people of God will be helped to take the truth to the other. Branches all over the world are putting forth every effort to get either this booklet or Even to the Kingdom, into the hands of Jehovah’s witnesses so that an intense campaign can be carried on in their own countries. Bulletins in every language are being prepared, and Brother Rutherford’s letter is being translated into all tongues, so that this comforting letter to the anointed may reach the tongues of every people, nation, and language. To one isolated it may seem that it is just a small work being accomplished; but remember that when all of the individual reports from every corner of the globe come in, and when they are added together, the total will run into the millions. A year ago, in the United States alone there were over 20,000 workers engaged in the field service, and these gave over 2,250,000 hours of service. These were a dedicated witness, and resulted in placing over 875,000 pieces of literature. Surely this and even more can be done, for it is Jehovah that will give the increase. If we consider just for a moment how many one must place to make a quota of

one is required to perform his assigned duty.”

The following are citations from the article “His Organization,” which clearly indicates the course of action the remnant must follow at this time. If this course of action is followed out during this special period, everyone looking to the Lord and doing his part faithfully, there is not a question of doubt regarding the blessed results of the effort put forth; for the work will be done absolutely under the direction of Jehovah through his organization.

2,416,141 Sign Protest and Petition
This Work a Real Joy to the Remnant

We are sure you will be interested to learn that the PROTEST AND PETITION work the brethren in the United States entered into this special work with much enthusiasm and carried it on through the middle of winter, when some of the worst weather this country has had in years was encountered. The Lord has greatly bountiful responded to the large number of signers obtained on the petition, the month of December was the biggest. December we ever had in the distribution of books and booklets.

January 15 was set as the final date for the petition forms to be sent in. About the middle of the previous week the number came in large quantities, and continued to increase until Monday, January 15, when there was so much mail that the postmen were wondering what it was all about. There were stacks and stacks of petition sheets filled out, and most of the office force of the Society worked day and night to clear the mail for nearly a week, counting and sorting the signatures. By 8:30 p.m. Monday, January 15, the petition was wrapped up in packages for presentation to Congress. The grand total was 2,416,141; and Included in this number were signers from every congressional district in the United States except for a very few members from the Territory of Hawaii. The petition packages were delivered to the various members of Congress on Wednesday, January 24, and we are now looking forward to the reaction it will have on Congress and the other parties concerned.
Not Far Behind That Million-a-Month Idea

The table above shows the work done during the first three months of 1934-35, the fiscal year ending October, November and December, 1933. So that you can see the progress over last year, there is a comparison made below with the same period of 1932-33. This report is for the United States and fifteen outlying territories under the Brooklyn office. You will rejoice as you examine the chart and see the increase in the Kingdom message. 

Why? Although 5 fewer pioneers and 89 fewer auxiliaries reported than during the year previous, there was an increase of 3,083 in the number of company workers. The average total of 18,190 monthly workers is an increase of 20% over that of the preceding year. The number of workers should continue to grow as more and more people awaken to their privileges and take part in the work. The average total of 680 monthly workers is an increase of 11% over that of the preceding year. The number of workers should promptly notify all the directors and sharpshooters, pioneers and auxiliaries in your auxiliary group of Jehovah’s witnesses, to the ready arrangements are under way for the conventions. This release is for the United States and mailing list, the experience of the preceding five years is used to encourage the workers to place this machine on the Lord’s service. It is hoped that during these five days every one of these people will be duly informed of the public meeting as well as have the opportunity of obtaining the booklet Dividing the People.

For room accommodations and any other information regarding your location, Los Angeles, California, 300 N. E. 1st Ave., Los Angeles, California, address on “Religious Intolerance. Why? and the radio beam, which can be recharged from any external power for its operation. This booklet is not to be distributed in the United States during the Thanksgiving period, but may be distributed in your regular witness work as soon as possible. All consignments will be made of Intolerance; so place your order now, along with such other literature as you may require.

How to Order the Testimony

This testimony can be cut out and pasted on a 6-volt battery to change it to 12-volt battery. The 243,617 storage battery, which can be recharged from AC 60-cycle electric current. The battery is packed separately from the machine, which consequently reduces the weight considerably and makes it more portable. This has a wide range of amplification and is very clear in its reproduction of voice and music.

The machine, exclusive of the battery, weighs 85 pounds. The battery is included with a 45-pound extra, 72-volt 45 our the battery and this may be done at home, in a garage, or wherever electric power is available. Full instructions covering the operation of the machine and the care of the battery will accompany each machine.
WORLD CONTROL

THE RADIO ANNOUNCEMENTS

As has been previously announced, on March 25 there will be a coast-to-coast hook-up comprising more than 115 radio stations. These will carry Brother Rutherford’s lecture on “WORLD CONTROL.” Announcement folders for this club are being consigned for all the workers. Pioneers and auxiliaries addressed in company or sharpsheeter territory will receive an allotment from the director or sharpsheeter; which likewise applies to foreign-speaking and colored companies. Those isolated will receive theirs direct from the Society. The director and sharpsheeters should be sure to notify all the workers, whether they be auxiliaries, pioneers, or company workers, that the folders are on hand and should be used in their regular witnessing work from door to door from the time they are received up until the broadcast. All of the folders should be distributed no later than Sunday evening, March 26.

“DIVIDING THE PEOPLE”

TESTIMONY CARDS

The foreign-speaking brethren will be provided with a testimony card with the Dividing the People testimonial. These will be sent to the directors as soon as they are ready. Because of the extreme amount of other printing before us, it is impossible to provide the testimony card for the English-speaking brethren. They may use the testimony cards printed in the March Bulletin or have a supply of their own printed.

CELLULOID ENVELOPES

The Society can now supply the brethren with a celluloid envelope for holding a testimony card. These envelopes keep the testimony card nice and clean, so that it is always in a neat and presentable condition. They will take a card 3½ by 5 inches. These envelopes may be had at 10¢ each or three for a quarter.

TESTIMONY BOOKLETS

The “Testimony” booklet, containing a testimony (in sixteen languages) for the books and booklets, is now ready and is being sent with this Bulletin for distribution of one booklet to each worker.

GOOD NEWS

NORTHERN EUROPE

Jehovah’s witnesses in the countries of northern Europe broke all records for a nine-day period during the midwinter campaign, January 20-28. During that period 2,071 brethren were out in the service, and they placed 1,167 books and 323,449 booklets. That was more than 250 additional workers, and about 17,000 pieces of literature more than ever before for those countries. Now these brethren are preparing for the greatest convention of the Thanksgiving Testament of Jehovah’s Witnesses.

MOST DISTANT POINTS

200,000 Dividing the People booklets have been shipped to Guatemala, and 40,000 to New Zealand, and the brethren there will have them for the international campaign. 35,000 have gone to South Africa, 10,000 to West Africa, and 10,000 to India.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

The Slovak edition of Dividing the People is being rushed through so that Jehovah’s witnesses in Czechoslovakia will have them by March 24.

SPANISH-SPEAKING COUNTRIES

The distributors of Spanish-speaking Dividing the People are going forward to Mexico, Cuba, Chile, Argentina, and other countries.

COUNTRIES OF THE EAST

Dividing the People will be published in Arabic, Albanian and Greek. Shipments of these booklets will soon be on their way to Syria, Albania, and Egypt, and it is hoped they will arrive there in time for the Thanksgiving period.

CENTRAL EUROPE

The Berne factory is working hard to get out Dividing the People in German, French, Dutch, and other languages, and it is expected that the Anointed in France, Holland, Belgium, Switzerland, Poland, Rumania, Austria, and Yugoslavia will have Dividing the People.

ENGLAND

A half million Dividing the People booklets were shipped to England in the hands of those who want to know which side they shall take. After reading this booklet they can be assured of knowing whether or not they are on the right side. What a blessed period this will be for all who know Jehovah and will put forth every effort to sing forth his praises! Remember if you can get to the Los Angeles convention, get there. If not, then be sure to enjoy the further special blessings Jehovah has provided for his people, not only at the convention, but throughout the world.

SPECIAL BLESSING FOR THANKSGIVING PERIOD

Brother Rutherford Will Talk to Anointed in Many Countries

Lecture “Requirements” a Provision of the Lord

Field Service, Chain Hook-Up and Record “Requirements” Make Los Angeles Convention a World-wide Gathering

Friday night, March 23, is the opening of the Los Angeles convention. All of the Lord’s anointed who are able to make arrangements for the opening meeting of the convention so that they will be ready for service on Saturday morning, is the beginning of the International Thanksgiving Testament of Jehovah. Those who are anointed and who have orders that they are expected, and abundant blessings are in store for those who attend this convention.

All the meetings will be held in the Shrine Auditorium Building. Every morning from 8:00 until 12:00 books will be placed at the disposal of the Lord’s anointed. Those who cannot do this can surely put in Saturday afternoons and the best part of both Sundays in the field service work.

This is really a time of Thanksgiving, for it will be during this week that everyone who is in line for the Kingdom will partake of the Memorial supper. Just let us recall the many features of the convention that many will enjoy even though they cannot attend:

(1) “Requirements,” a provision of the Lord. This half-hour lecture will be given by Brother Rutherford to more than 650 assemblies throughout the earth, either on Saturday the 24th or Sunday the 25th, and not to be heard before this time by anyone.

(2) Listening in to Brother Rutherford’s lecture on “WORLD CONTROL” over a coast-to-coast network.

(3) Everyone of the anointed will be participating in the Memorial.

(4) Witnessing from door to door with the same testimony and the same literature.

The Lord has seen fit to have this booklet translated into many languages so that Dividing the People will be in the hands of those who want to know which side they shall take. After reading this booklet they can be assured of knowing whether or not they are on the right side. What a blessed period this will be for all who now know Jehovah and will put forth every effort to sing forth his praises!

Remember if you can get to the Los Angeles convention, get there. If not, then be sure to enjoy the further special blessings Jehovah has provided for his people, not only at the convention, but throughout the world.
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ENGLAND

A half million Dividing the People booklets were shipped to England in the hands of those who want to know which side they shall take. After reading this booklet they can be assured of knowing whether or not they are on the right side. What a blessed period this will be for all who now know Jehovah and will put forth every effort to sing forth his praises!

Remember if you can get to the Los Angeles convention, get there. If not, then be sure to enjoy the further special blessings Jehovah has provided for his people, not only at the convention, but throughout the world.

The Lord has seen fit to have this booklet translated into many languages so that Dividing the People will be in the hands of those who want to know which side they shall take. After reading this booklet they can be assured of knowing whether or not they are on the right side. What a blessed period this will be for all who now know Jehovah and will put forth every effort to sing forth his praises!

Remember if you can get to the Los Angeles convention, get there. If not, then be sure to enjoy the further special blessings Jehovah has provided for his people, not only at the convention, but throughout the world.
Can We Double It?

In Midwinter Over Half Million Booklets Placed in 9 Days

By the Lord's Grace

There Will Be More Workers, More Time, More Testimonies, More Placements

If So, One Million

Dividing the People

The results of "Dividing the People" Testimony, January 20-28, are especially interesting since the Dividing the People booklet is to be used during Thanksgiving Testimony of Jehovah's witnesses, March 24 to April 1. The figures certainly enable us to establish a mark at which to aim during the testimony to go just ahead. Results for the United States and outlying territory under this office:

Bound books placed, 10,726, booklets, 585,005; total literature, 5,573,639; by 10,874 workers, including pioneers, auxiliaries, and company workers. Total hours, 197,065; testimonies, 1,968,010; persons used at the work, 973,348. This is a splendid report. Never before has there been a midwinter testimony period in which such a great witness was given, or which even approached this volume. This is a cause for thanksgiving by all who were privileged to share in the work with "Dividing the People." As shown above, well over half a million booklets were placed in nine days, in bitter winter weather. The United States quota for the next testimony period is one million copies of Dividing the People. To reach this, we shall need to double the work of the last period. Twice as much work in the same number of days! Can it be done? We believe it can, with the Los Angeles convention, more workers in the field, each one spending many more hours in the service, pushing the work in thickly-settled territory, consistent efficient use of the printed testi mony, and, above all, the rich blessing of Jehovah on His devoted servants. Will it be done? Will it be done? As many witnesses as possible are placed! A tremendous witness to the honor of Jehovah's name.

A Good Suggestion for Transmission Meetings

The portable transcription machines are working rush in getting the earth going ahead with leaps and bounds. A method that has been found very practical in the large cities and should also work out advantageously in the smaller places, is the following:

The brethren come in contact with a home where considerable literature is manifest by the people. Inquiry is made of that party if they would like to have a transcription meeting in their home to which they can invite their neighbors, friends and relatives and if they would be willing to have any other outsiders who would be interested in such a meeting also attend. If they give assurance that they are provided with as many invitations as they think they can use among their relatives, friends and neighbors and are requested to invite those people to this meeting. It has been found that many good neighbors will attend the meeting upon an invitation of this kind, as the average person is more likely to be interested in seeing someone else's home on invitation by a stranger or on such invitation by letterlet; but if the party supplying the literature invites them they know who has invited them and they gladly come and the meeting becomes larger with ten or fifteen friends, neighbors and relatives of the party owning the literature. This method is to be particularly used for the first meeting. At this meeting all who attend are asked to invite their neighbors and friends to the next one. It is called to their attention that this message of the Kingdom is for all to hear. These present are given as many invitations as they think they can use among their homes and friends and relatives and they are pleased to take them. As a result the people among these sets, bringing in many more. A similar practice is followed at the third, the fourth, the fifth, and the sixth meeting. This has a very wholesome effect on all concerned; it makes them feel that they have a part in the work; it prepares them for the study, which is another forward step in this Kingdom progress, and they enter into the study with great enthusiasm than they otherwise would. As the weeks go by it becomes the talk of the vicinity in which the series is held, and soon there is a great interest in the meetings.

As the weeks go by it becomes the talk of the vicinity in which the series is held, and soon there is a great interest in the meetings.

Thanksgiving Testimony of Jehovah's witnesses Reports

Every service director, sharpshoot er, auxiliary and pioneer is to make a special report for Thanksgiving Testimony of Jehovah's witnesses, on one of the regular report cards. From the card cross out the words "testimony" and write in the space above it "Thanksgiving Testimony of Jehovah's witnesses, March 24 to April 1. Booklets placed for the nine days, showing the total of all booklets, including Dividing the People, Booklets." Please report promptly.

When you report for the entire testimony period, do not overlook the work done during the testimony period, including April 1. Two report cards must be filled, one for each of the nine days. In March: one for the testimony period only, and the other for the entire month (including the testimony period). In April: one for the entire month. In May, the two reports are combined and mailed to the divisional leader. In June, each person will make a special report to the divisional leader of their work during these days. In the month if possible. In July: all these combined testimony period reports from every one as we should. Let each company work with their divisional leader in reporting promptly, and let each service director, sharpshoot er, auxiliary and pioneer work with the divisional leader to have the reports completed as promptly as possible. It is not that he is not one of the diligent brethren who do not report.

Divisional Campaign Reports

Pioneers, auxiliaries, company workers, and those who participate in the divisional campaign of Saturday and Sunday March 3 and 4, and, as usual, all these who have never yet received a special record for the opening of the Thanksgiving Testimony of Jehovah's witnesses, will have a special record for their work during this period. The special record is to be included in the regular monthly reports of all sharpshooters, company workers, and pioneers. Pioneers are to be sent to us for work in the territory for which they are designated before the regular monthly reports are mailed. The special record is to be included in the regular monthly reports of all sharpshooters, company workers, and pioneers. Pioneers are to be sent to us for work in the territory for which they are designated before the regular monthly reports are mailed.

Divisional leaders are the only ones who are to make special separate reports of their work for these two days. This work done during these two days only. This work done during these two days only. As usual, all those who have never yet received a special record for their work during this period. The special record is to be included in the regular monthly reports of all sharpshooters, company workers, and pioneers. Pioneers are to be sent to us for work in the territory for which they are designated before the regular monthly reports are mailed. The special record is to be included in the regular monthly reports of all sharpshooters, company workers, and pioneers. Pioneers are to be sent to us for work in the territory for which they are designated before the regular monthly reports are mailed.
Another Thanksgiving Period Comes to a Close

Surely a Week of Blessing

How Soon Shall We Have 1,000 Auxiliaries and 2,000 Pioneers Reporting Monthly?

We Hope It's in April

The manner in which brethren throughout the land are responding to the opportunities and privileges in the pioneer and auxiliary service has been observed with great interest. Speaking of the need for more auxiliaries, the October 1, 1934, Watchtower Bulletin asked, “Will there be 1,000 enrolled by Memorial time?”

The world-wide chain broadcast of Sunday, March 25, is now history. This message was the most thrilling and forceful ever delivered before a visible audience. Brother Hurd, who had the privilege of handling the broadcast, delivered a message that was a joy to the world and most thrilling. Shortly after the broadcast, hundreds of letters of thanks came through, commending the message that was delivered. The broadcast was a triumph in that it was heard by millions of people throughout the world, and the response was most encouraging.

The early reports are coming in on the international Thanksgiving Testimony of Jehovah’s witnesses, and they show that again the anointed of the Lord have put forth another and more zealous effort to honor his name. What the results of this period will be is not yet known, but we can say that it surely has been a most blessed week for all of those who love and know Jehovah.
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Five Months’ Transcription Machine Report
407,520 Have Attended the Meetings

Spring and Summer Should Find an Increase in Attendance
Keep the Machines Busy

Transcription machine reports from the field show clearly that to the end of the last week the instructions outlined in Your Work with Transcription Machines have been followed, with some increase in their efforts and have accomplished an effective witness. February closes the first year of this five-month period, and you will be glad to have shared in the total work for this five-month period.

The largest number of machines for which reports were received during any one week is 288, including not only the United States, but also the Bahama, the Canal Zone, Costa Rica, and Cuba. A total of 407,520 reports are held since last October, at which time 17,000 lectures have been run. The attendance at these meetings has been 2,880, and has increased more than 30 per cent. The average attendance at meetings, 4,421 books and 24,825 booklets, making a total of 29,266 pieces.

There have been 21 weeks in the five months ending February. The attendance at these meetings averages 548 a week, or an average less than 31 meetings for each machine in use. Your Work with Transcription Machines states, “These machines should be used regularly at least twice a week. Saturday and Sunday evenings are excellent times, especially when you include in your work the country folk in the larger cities in certain districts they should be used in order to be in attendance in addition to Saturday and Sunday.” Thus it is seen that those who are using transcription machines should not be confined to two meetings a week, but may use the machines many more as possible. If the 288 machines were used fortnightly, there would have been received during the five-month period, and, with the same average, the total attendance would have been 39,290; more than 100,000 per month.

It has been emphasized that the brethren must arrange their transcription service so that it will not interfere with house-to-door work. This can be done by planning their regular door-to-door witnessing. This is very important, and is contrary to the postal regulation which states, “Users and auxiliaries continue to get in their full quota of hours in their home territory. Permission is obtained for advertising transcription records are brought to all on one address, 2c each.

A newly revised edition of the catalogue is now being prepared and will be ready for distribution in a few days. The new catalogue contains descriptions of all of the current books and booklets written in English, and includes Preparation, Intoleration and Dividing the People. A beautiful three-color display of these books and booklets will be found in the center. Additionally, a brief description of the Watch Tower organization, its sins and purposes, as well as the extent of its activities, is given. These catalogues will be supplied to every machine and will be brought to those who have had their work interfered with by the clipping of these two 5c. In quantities of 50 or more to one address, 2c each.

How to Stamp Transcription Announcements

Some brethren have written this office advising that some of their transcription machines have been used in a manner that would point them when they found Brother Rutherford was not personally present. This has unnecessarily cut down the effectiveness of the meeting.

The initial supply of invitation slips which were printed not furnished through the post office.

The initial supply of invitation slips which were printed not furnished through the post office ad

Good News

Estonia

Several ‘Jonaada’ here are taking part in spreading Escape to the Kingdom meetings. A small number of subscribers for The Watchtower. One of these is deaf and dumb, but has been given the machine. A third was given a machine card by the Society to place about sixty copies in a few hours. He was very pleased with the distributed and copies was glad to receive instructions and Testimony papers.

British Isles

So far this year our literature to the Kingdom message has doubled the amount of literature placed compared with the same period last year. During this period last year they distributed 449,524 pieces of literature, and the first five months of this year, 604,804. That is an increase of over 200,000. The number of workers has also increased. Pontypridd is the Lord is wonderfully blessing their efforts to magnify his name.

Ireland

Recently a special effort was made to deliver the Kingdom message in the Irish Free State. 100,000 copies of Heaven and Purgatory were sent there. This effort was especially directed to that country, mostly Catholic, and it has evidently greatly roused the ire of Church and State. It has been reported that in some parts bonfires were made of the booklets collected in the various towns, and now the clergy are trying to get the government to interfere with our literature. The following is an excerpt from the Daily Irish Times of February 1: “The principal postmaster for posts and telegraphs, applying to Mr. R. Anthony, who asked for an injunction to stop the circulation through the post in Cork city and elsewhere in the Irish Free State. He stated than this action was against the law requiring that literature for the blind be sent in the name of a con­ clery are trying to get the govern­ ment to interfere with our litera­ ture. The following is an excerpt from the Daily Irish Times of February 1:

Jamaica

The branch office in Jamaica reports that 15 transcription lectures were held in January, with a total attendance of 1,056. Following is an excerpt from their report:

The masses are showing much appreciation for the lectures. It is only from the report that opposition comes, especially from the Roman Catholic section; they are being given at a time when the State is at war and is disrupted. We are receiving many re­ quests for transcription lectures where these are a favorable opportunity for the two transcription machines at our disposal.

Ordering Literature for the Blind

When requesting literature for the blind as a loan, be sure to give the name and address of the person in order to go through the mail. It may be sent in care of any local address, but the number of a blind person does not appear in the address. When writing concerning literature for the blind, direct your communications to Watch Tower Bible & Tract Society, 1210 Bear St., Logansport, Ind.
Thirteen Million in Six Months!

Biggest Half-Year Witness Ever

World Recovery?

Another Booklet That Will Enlighten the People and Show Them the Way

Bound Books Should Be Offered

Literature Placed

Over Five Million

Big Increase in Workers an Honor to Jehovah

The report for the first six months of the fiscal year 1933-34 has just been compiled, and we are amazed with the increase of the corresponding period last year. Look at the table below and see how the Lord has marvelously blessed the efforts of his people during the past six months. Up to and including April 1, 12,358,271 testimonies have been given; and this is a tremendous increase, when you think of it. That is an increase of approximately 60 percent over last year, and is an average of more than two million testimonies per month. Undoubtedly, the card method of presenting the testimony has helped greatly in this increase, because it has concentrated the strength of the brethren; and it has also made them more efficient, as shown by the fact that the average number of booklets delivered per hour this year is 1,851, while last year it was 1,155.

We are very happy to note the increase in the average number of workers per month: 18,416, to compare with 14,059 last year. The number of people who obtained literature, 3,698,229, is nearly double that of any of our fiscal years to date. This increase has emphasized the importance of literature, released from working in secular employment early because of daylight saving time, this should not be difficult. Pioneers and booklets, released from working in the city territory and apartment houses, will also be glad to increase their time out in the rural areas.

The time has come for the Lord’s people to work specially in carrying the message to the Kingdom to the honest-hearted. It is the duty of each one of the Lord’s anointed to turn and give his attention and aid to the honest-hearted in preparing them for the Kingdom’s protection in Armageddon. To do this the Lord has adequately supplied us with literature revealing his requirements right up to the minute. The increase on the part of the honest-hearted during the past few months has been remarkable, particularly during this special period, to give the message contained in the booklet World Recovery! the widest possible circulation.
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"IN HIS NAME
SHALL THE NATIONS HOPE"

Assist the Jonahad class

Jehovah’s witnesses carry the message of hope to those of good will in company, territory as parts of the Universal Kingdom. There were representatives from 28 states.

The presentation of the convention was the public meeting addressed by Brother Rutherford. There were approximately 125,000 persons in Los Angeles and vicinity immediately prior to this tremendous assembly. A total of 125,000 copies of the booklets were packed out two auditoriums. The interest shown by those present was overwhelming. The underfoot racket and attention at the conclusion was in full harmony and voted confidence in the work. The company invited must have been thrilling for those who were there, and a moment they will never forget.

Those also who heard the lectures, "World Control" and "Requirements", over the radio were all thrilled, and their joy was expressed in scores of telegrams being sent to Brother Rutherford from all parts of the world and all states in the Union.

There are many things that happened at the convention which would be of real interest. The opposition made threats and manifested themselves. Brethren were interfered with in some parts by the police, but the Lord continued to protect and direct his people in carrying on the witness work. This convention undoubtedly is another milestone in the history of the Kingdom during this period.

The work that the Lord desired to have done then had been done to his glory and his praise.

No Consignments of New Booklet

Order World Recovery? Now!

The new booklet, World Recovery? which is to be used for the first time during "The Nations’ Hope" Testimony Period, June 30-July 7, will now be received by any company, pioneer, auxiliary, or sharpshooter. Every company employer including all people of good will, will want to participate in the campaign during this period and supply their workers with a good supply of these booklets. Therefore, order a good supply of these booklets, they are blank, and sent with this "Bulletin" for that purpose. That this may be used in your territory as widely and effectively as possible, the following is recommended:

Order sufficient of World Recovery? booklets for "The Nations’ Hope" Testimony Period in addition to such other books and booklets as you may require for your stock for at least three or four months. Where pioneers and auxiliaries are working in concert with other companies and sharpshooter workers in groups all order 

Order sufficient of World Recovery? booklets for your territory as wide as possible.

LORD, BLESSED ARE YOU

"World Control"

Rebroadcast

By Electrical Transcription

May 13, 1934

Thrilling and heart-cheering message!

So encouraging and strengthening to the Lord's remnant at this time of the world’s history, and marks of many of you as you listened to that lecture coming from Brother Rutherford in Los Angeles on March 25.

Many, however, were unable to hear the broadcast; they had asked if it might be repeated on the air. We are happy to announce that the broadcast was repeated, and by electrical transcription, on Sunday May 13, 1934. Many stations that were not or could not be in the March 25 chain broadcast will continue in sending requests that "World Control" to their listeners on May 13. Tell your friends and neighbors to plan on hearing that broadcast. Some 100 stations will carry this lecture at that date, and you will find the message put in English in this territory will be on.

A special folder will soon be prepared so that you can offer to your brethren for distribution before the broadcast.

In conclusion, the Lord may fill this order blank for such literature as you may desire to have distributed in your territory.

In lots of 50 or more these booklets may be obtained at $.50 each.

A combination of booklets amounting to 50 or more pieces; so that if they have been used, the institution of both books and booklets in those instances where a combination of several books is not taken. Instead of dropping down to the booklets at once, he increased placements by offering 25 booklets and a bound book.

Transcription Machines

Bring Forth Good Results

We Are Still After That 100,000 Quota

Last summer the transcription machine work got under way. During the past winter the machines have been put to good use, and a wide world is now hearing the good news. There are now some 250 transcription machines in the field, being used in a number of countries, all coming in steady, and machines are being shipped as rapidly as the work and supply can be obtained. The camp is quickly outlined in Your World with Transcription Machines.

Order the machines for the spring season, with more open roads and possibilities of knocking out meet-
**THE NATIONS’ HOPE** Testimony Period

**“IN HIS NAME SHALL THE NATIONS HOPE”**

**Brother Rutherford to Attend Convention**

All of the brethren in the east will be interested to know that they, too, will have an opportunity of attending a convention at which Brother Rutherford will be present. Los Angeles was too far away for the eastern brethren, but Toronto, Canada, is conveniently located for them.

The first meeting will be on Thursday evening, July 5, and the convention will continue through to July 8. Every morning will be set aside for field service in Toronto and vicinity. Speakers will be there from the United States, as well as from Canada, who have set up companies in Canada. It will be a splendid opportunity for those brethren traveling a little distance to do their traveling on July 4 and arrive in Toronto on the 5th, early enough to participate in field work that day. This being the close of “The Nation’s Hope” Testimony Period, everyone attending the convention will want to put in considerable time in the witness work. Arrangements have been made for this.

All of those contemplating attending the convention and who desire accommodations will please address Convention Committee, 40 Irwin Ave., Toronto 5, Ont., Canada.

One feature of the convention will be a public address delivered by president of the Society on Sunday afternoon, the 5th of July.

Those brethren within a few hundred miles of Toronto cannot be there the full time will surely make every effort to be there Saturday and Sunday so as to hear John H. Rutherford in the work of witnessing and attending these meetings, which will be a real joy and aid to the brethren in press in on the fight.

**Don’t Talk Too Much**

An English brother who objects to using the printed testimony writes: “Result of using the printed testimony at yesterday’s effort was disastrous, 4 booklets only being placed. With last drive placed 50. With this printed testimony the people stopped me before I had read half way through it. To this the office replied: “Why should you read the testimony at all? The people are able to read. The purpose of the printed testimony is to afford them an opportunity to read. Let them read, and do not interrupt them while they are reading.”

**World Recovery? Testimony Cards Consigned**

During “The Nations’ Hope” Testimony Period, the anointed will again have the blessed privilege of participating in a special surprise new with the new booklet World Recovery? Brother Rutherford had this to say about the following testimony, which is being printed on the way to Canada to fill the celluloid holders which the Society has been working on the past few months, and is sent to all companies.

The use of the card has proved so satisfactory that we again urge that everyone hand to the person to whom the letter is sent a copy of the booklet. The testimony printed in this booklet is intended for use, not only as a reference, but also as a means of distributing the truth. This is your copy, and, of course, you will do your part.

**New Booklet Ready**

Who Appreciate the “Requirements”?

2½ Million World Recovery? Printed

“The Nations’ Hope” Testimony Period, June 30 to July 8, brings to God’s people another special period of witnessing. With the Lord’s help, the brethren are to go forward and raise their voice in unifying the praise of his name. The new 2½ million copies of the booklet World Recovery? ready for the special witness. Shipments period, June 30 to July 8, will be spent in back­

killing countries, and, by the Lord’s grace, there will be a mighty proc podcast. Apaches who are attached may drink the water of life freely. Those who are drinking may say, “Come.” A printed Testimony has been prepared, and copies are being used by the workers, so that every one, without excuse, can now join in the witness for the kingdom. As the brethren go forward the Lord will also be there.

**Please Read Carefully**

Would it be a comfort to you to know that there is a real and complete cure for all the ills that now afflict the peoples of the world?

The rulers of every nation have offered various remedies, all of which have failed, and the people continue to suffer. Almost everyone is asking, “What will be the end of these troubles, and is there a possibility of recovery?” The cause of the trouble must be known in order to understand the remedy. Centuries ago Jehovah God by his prophets foretold these troublous times, stated the cause thereof, and told what would be the complete remedy for the distress now on the world. This booklet contains that information which you should have. Only five cents contributed would not only provide you with the desired information but will help to print more booklets that others may be made glad.

This is your copy, and, of course, you will do your part.

(Continued on page 2, column 1)

**“The Nations’ Hope” Testimony Period**

**TRANSCRIPTION ATTENDANCE TO DATE: 900,749 JUNE 1, 1934**

**TESTIMONIES TO DATE: 15,778,452**

**Jehovah’s witnesses to Assemble at Toronto**
Two New Booklets
Beyond the Grave
His Works

Brother Rutherford has made special records for use in the home. This is something that a good many people have been asking for, and the people of God will have desired for some time. Having phonographs in every home is a great help and increases the use of these home records that we have requested that can be used on these phonographs so that their friends and neighbors could hear the clear and complete truth set forth by Brother Rutherford. Now we have them. These 12-inch phonographs run 78 revolutions per minute, and in that space of time there is mere said concerning the King's purposes than the clergy say in a lifetime.

Transferring Literature

There have recently been so many requests from sharers, companies, auxiliaries and pioneers for the literature manufactured by the Society, that the different literature has become so large that it is now time to consider the dividing of the literature. The following is a list of the different booklets that are now available along with the price:

- Type No. 17: $2.00
- Type No. 18: $2.50
- Type No. 36: $3.00
- Type No. 90: $3.50
- Type No. 117: $5.00

In these hard times, when people have but few pennies, it has been the policy of the Society to turn over any books or booklets to the people to keep. It is the desire of the Society to have,testimonies, considerably more time spent in working their city territory and, in order to make the literature available to them, the workers will be glad to cooperate and conform to this policy.

Batteries for Transmission Machines

Many of the brethren having battery-type transcription machines have written to the office and factory in Brooklyn, asking for literature to be turned over and the account charged. So try not to turn literature over until you have heard from the office. If you do not hear, turn it over and then write in asking for your account to be credited and the other brethren will cooperate in this way. The auxiliary runs short of books before his order arrives from headquarters, and the need of borrowing a few is great. If the brethren auxiliary or pioneer is fed, then replace the same at once upon the answer of the office, then write to us and ask us to transfer the books from one account to another.

New Books and Booklets

The following publications which do not appear on the Cost List of Jan.

- World Recovery—English
- Beyond the Grave—English
- Dividing the People—Afrikaans
- Dividing the People—Dutch
- Dividing the People—French
- Dividing the People—German
- Dividing the People—Greek
- Dividing the People—Hollands
- Good News—Hollands
- What Is Truth?—Hungarian
- What Is Truth?—Hungarian
- What Is Truth?—Italian
- What Is Truth?—Italian
- What Is Truth?—Russian
- What Is Truth?—Russian
- What Is Truth?—Spanish
- What Is Truth?—Spanish
- What Is Truth?—Ukrainian
- The Orisis.

Home on Wheels

The Society gathered together a great number of practical suggestions from the pioneers who have constructed and used house-cars and trailers and published this information under the title of "Dividing a Home on Wheels," which was mailed to the brethren throughout the world. The idea of those bulletins on hand at this office and shall be glad to send a set to any of our friends who wish to build trailers or house-cars for the witness work.

J. W. Cards

In view of the fact that the brethren throughout the country are using the printed testimony exclusively, we have dropped off entirely; and we believe that this is wise, because if you present the people too many things they have so many things to handle and study that they pay very little attention to any one of them. Therefore, the J. W. calling cards are permanently out of stock; they will not be reprinted.

Service Leaders for Testimony Period

To permit the Bethel family to spend four full days in the field during the "Nations' Hope" Testimony Period this week, the office will be closed all day on Saturday June 30 and Saturday July 7. As heretofore, the leaders from Bethel will be sent to work with companies within 200 miles of headquarters. If you are interested in having the literature, please write to Brother Rutherford for circulation, and that all books from the Society will be sent to work with the brethren everywhere entered in the Testimony Period. This week we write to you that an order has just been issued from the Secretary of Justice to all companies within 200 miles of headquarters. All our literature is from now on free for circulation, and that all books from the Society will be sent to the brethren by the different prefects have been restored to the brethren, and even now in this week of the Testimony Period the seven brethren have hired an automobile, visiting the distant cities with literature, so that the brethren are working in places near by.

Microphones

The Society is now in position to furnish complete microphones and attachments for the transcription machine that we have advertised for sale in Jamaica. Each attachment is furnished complete with microphone, stand, cord and attachment to the machine in a few minutes. The cost for this complete attachment is $3.50. If you have an order with us for a transcription machine and wish to have the microphone attachment, we will ship it absolutely fresh and ready for operation. These attachments are not designed to work on the machines which were manufactured by the Sound Systems, Inc.

Good News

Transcription Work in Jamaica

The people are being stirred in no uncertain way. Hundreds attend indoor lectures, while in the open places the meetings are attended by large numbers. Much eagerness is shown for the literature, but the financial situation of the brethren does not permit of them reserving the books. In many instances those who had books already in their homes now feel the lack of a copy, and many of them resolve to restudy and read them. Many people have entered connected with their system as their eyes are opened to divine doctrines, and as a consequence the preachers, brothers, sisters, and Protostars have their teeth.

Our report for the month of April is as follows:

- 22 house calls
- 0 new members

From Alabama

"With great joy we write to you that an order has just been issued from the Secretary of Justice to all companies within 200 miles of headquarters. All our literature is from now on free for circulation, and that all books from the Society will be sent to the brethren by the different prefects have been restored to the brethren, and even now in this week of the Testimony Period the seven brethren have hired an automobile, visiting the distant cities with literature, so that the brethren are working in places near by."

Great Britain

The transcription work in the British Isles is progressing nicely. There are now 200 transcription machines in operation in that country, and during the first seven months of this year the total literature placed on the market was 23,562. That is a fine achievement, and we hope that this excellent work will continue to increase.

Microphones

The Society is now in position to furnish complete microphones and attachments for the transcription machines that we have advertised for sale in Jamaica. Each attachment is furnished complete with microphone, stand, cord and attachment to the machine in a few minutes. The cost for this complete attachment is $3.50. If you have an order with us for a transcription machine and wish to have the microphone attachment, we will ship it absolutely fresh and ready for operation. These attachments are not designed to work on the machines which were manufactured by the Sound Systems, Inc.

Canada

"A splendid witness was given this country during the "Dividing the People" Testimony Period and we are greatly indebted to the campaign with zeal. One brother reports that he covered his territory on the occasion, and the Lord's grace, was able to place twice as many booklets as he had anticipated.

The pioneer winter camps have been wonderfully blessed of the Lord, despite a most severe winter."
Work During July, August and September

Recommendation of One Book and Six Booklets for Witness Work

The marked increase in the placements of bound books during the past year or large combinations of booklets and uniform presentation of the books and booklets. More than 12,000 people attend the transcription machines every month. This means that there is a need for more booklets; offer these to them.

Many companies have an unbalanced supply of booklets and need to place books and booklets. The director and stockkeeper should confer immediately and make a complete check of their stock and then arrange to include in the special combinations during these three months those books with which they are overstocked.

Most of the activity during this period will be in rural territory. To reach many of these people requires considerable expenditure of time and effort. A combination of books and booklets is desirable. The foregoing are only a few of the many reasons why a book and booklet combination should be offered during the summer. To aid all the brethren throughout the country in making a uniform presentation, the Society is arranging to print a special testimony card for one book and six booklets for those who contribute 50c.

With this additional testimony card, the workers are equipped with a testimony card for all the bound books, a testimony card for one book and six booklets, a testimony card for single bound books, and also a testimony card for different booklets, so that with this variety workers can present the literature adequate provisions are made for all kinds of territory. We expect the "single book and six booklets" combination for the next three months particularly, believing that it will be well within the reach of the majority and enable them to make a choice of one book and booklets they may feel they need.

"IN HIS NAME SHALL THE NATIONS HOPE"

Message going forth to "Flee now"

The message contained in the lecture "WORLD CONTROL", given by Brother Rutherford over a nation-wide radio network on April 19, 1934, has caused wide interest, and many are taking their stand on the side of Jehovah's witnesses. From the Maple Leaf Garden in Toronto, Canada, on July 5, Sunday afternoon, Brother Rutherford will come over the air. The lecture "Flee Now" contains such an important message to the people of the earth that it is again being broadcast over the earth daily, to witness to the people. The message of the Kingdom is going forth in a most powerful manner.

The following table will prove a very interesting study for every one of the Lord's people.

May's Activities Most Interesting

Big Increase in Book Placement

2,400 More Workers 40,000 More Hours

An interesting analysis of the activity during the month of May this year with that of last has been compiled, and, viewed from every angle, it is most encouraging and gratifying. There has been a very decided increase in the number of bound books placed, the increase amounting to 2,400. It is good news among the companies, sharphshooters, pioneers and auxiliaries. This is due in large part to the transcriptions that were available during this time.

In the United States, 12,000 persons attended the transcription meetings. During the past eight months there has been a total of 22,014 of these meetings, with an average attendance of 732,553 persons. The average attendance per meeting is 32. At these meetings, there has been an increase of 4,061 bound books and 4,156 booklets, or a total of 47,066 pieces.
Before Bethel vacation, July 21 to August 5, let the officers and auxiliaries complete all arrangements for their work during the late summer months. This includes fall arrangements, orders or other correspondence can be attended to during the week before vacation begins. The rush of work following will be greatly relieved, the field workers will be able to get the necessary mail they will need send to the office during vacation will be the report forms.

Have sufficient literature on hand, ordering what you need, and accumulator your orders, so that your correspondence to cover if your account is not in good condition, so the literature can be sent.

Have assigned prior to vacation sufficient territory to last until late June, so that you can cover one or more of these counties which may need the literature. This is arranged before the rush of work following will be great.

The Testimony Period Report — Send Them in Promptly

All pioneers, auxiliaries, service directors, and sharpshooters are to use the Testimony period report. The report shall be done during each of the “Nations’ Hope” Testimony Period immediately at the close of the period and not later, using one of the regular monthly report cards. Cross off the words that shall not be used, such as “already received,” “within one month,” “within two months,” etc., on the cards. “The Nations’ Hope” Testimony Period, June 30 to July 8.

Subscriptions for The Watchtower and The Golden Age

To aid the pioneers and auxiliaries to meet expenses in the witness work, they are now offering The Watchtower and The Golden Age which they have in their field service. These special rates are now not limited to subscriptions received from other brethren, because sharpshooters and members of the auxiliary army are assisted in their subscriptions and renewals through the company, sending the Society the full price. These special rates are granted to pioneers and auxiliaries for the primary purpose of aiding them in the actual witnessing work, from house to house, and obtaining new subscribers.

For charging subscriptions to the accounts of pioneers or auxiliaries. On the contrary, whenever you hear or auxiliary sends in a subscription, the remittance should be sent in along with it at the special rate, so an entry on the account will not be necessary. It is very important that the correspondence and the cooperation of the pioneers and auxiliaries is certainly very much appreciated.

Using the 12-Inch Records?

Many interesting reports are being received from the brethren who have purchased one of the new records now using the 41-minute lectures of Brother Rutherford to bring the message of the Kingdom throughout the land. These lectures are short, to the point, and create interest, and books are placed on public mail boxes. Many of these records have been heard one or two of these short discourses. The Society is supplying these records gratis, any application for the reception of disc records for $3.50. If you have a phonograph or record player, you may request to aid you in the preaching of the message of the Kingdom. Many in the auxiliary army have placed disc records at different parts of the country with the aid of these lectures. The Jour­nal of Jehovah’s Witnesses are not only publishing these records, but are also making them in their own hands, and are now studying God’s Word of Truth by this means along with the Lord’s Witnesses and the auxiliary army. You may take an active part in the witness work.

In sending them at their applications, so that their appointments and assignments can be done promptly in the testi­mony period. Summer and fall are the seasons to get in your best bets.

Do Not Put Radio or Transcription Slips in Mail Boxes

Again we wish to advise the brethren not to put any radio slips, transcription slips, or any other matter in mail boxes. The postal laws and regulations on this subject state: "Whoever shall knowingly or willfully deposit any mail matter, such as statements of receipts for services, or any other like matter, on which no postage has been paid, in any letter box established, approved, or operated by the postmaster general for the receipt or delivery of mail matter, for the purpose of evading any law, or for every such offense be punished by a fine of not more than $300.00," and, "Any person who shall deposit any mail matter or any receptacle ordinarily used for the receipt of mail matter is considered as a letter box.

General Instructions for Pioneers and Auxiliaries

With this Bulletin all pioneers and auxiliaries will receive a copy of the Witness to the Nations’ Hope, a fine book. This letter again sets out the general procedure for pioneers and auxiliaries in respect to their correspond­ence with this office. We hope that all these brethren will carefully read this letter, and take their subscriptions, and their cooperation is certainly greatly appreciated.

Pioneers and Auxiliaries

You will be very glad to know that more than 2,000 pioneers and over 1,000 auxiliaries are now en­gaged in our work. Though slow, has been gradual during the year, and the ranks of this auxiliary arm have grown in number and certainly not stop because this figure has been reached. Why should this be? The pioneer or auxiliary army the largest of all time?
Nine-Month Report Shows Jehovah's Blessing

Transcription Meetings Increasing

Attendance Well Past the 100,000 Mark

New Series Outlined

The witness being given with the transcription machines is extraordinary. We are now nearing the end of the current year, and our meetings in the United States alone. Reports from other countries show the wonderful witness given, and the Lord's favor upon this work.

There is being sent to every interested Work with Transcription a new outline for the transcription meetings, which sets out a new subject for discussion, and is followed by question and answer meetings. This series will begin with the new year. "World Control," a half-hour talk by Brother Rutherford, followed by a half-hour of questions and answers on this subject. These new records are being sent to all companies and individuals operating a transcription machine, and can be used as soon as possible. This lecture, which is one hour in length, will be available for all the brethren to use in the witness work after July 22. The series starts with "Plan Now," and a week later, "World Control," a half-hour talk by Brother Rutherford, followed by a half-hour of questions and answers on this subject. These new records are being sent to all companies and individuals operating a transcription machine, and can be used as soon as possible. This lecture, which is one hour in length, will be available for all the brethren to use in the witness work after July 22.

The audience should be followed as closely as possible, and all meetings should be well advertised so that all the people in a given area will have opportunity to come and hear the lectures. The phonograph lectures also have a part to play in these meetings, which will be most interesting to the public as it is outlined in the letter of special instruction. Strangely efforts should be put forth through the summer months and the fall to bring these important messages to the people.

Special transcription meeting folders are being prepared, samples of which will be sent to all those having the transcription machines, and these should be ordered in the regular way. Announcements for these meetings should also be furnished immediately with the general instructions, so that the witnesses will be given in a uniform manner.

Those who have followed the outline for The World's Most Important Book in the World and the transcription machines have been encouraged, because in many communities small study groups have been organized and these people are enjoying the truth as set forth in the books and booklets. Known has been found new cases that a short period of time these people have been received into the field work and carry the...
The Witness with Phonograph Records

Thousands Are Hearing Through This New Method

Make Report of Attendance

Order Your Supply of Literature Now

No Consignments of Righteous Ruler to Be Made

The new booklet, Righteous Ruler, which will be used during The Kingdom Praise Period, September 29 to Oct. 7, will not be sent on consignment to pion- eers, auxiliaries, companies or sharpshearers. Ship­ pings in this booklet will be made only on order, and enclosed with the Bulletin is a special order blank to be used in ordering Righteous Ruler as a part of your order for this period.

During the months of July, August and September the rural territory should be thoroughly worked; the combined one bound book and six booklets, as suggested in the last Bulletin, is recommended in the rural districts are undergoing considerable hardship due to the drought. They are losing their stock, and their homes; and the prospects for the Kingdom. Jehovah has the only permanent and real solution for their trouble. Many of these people in these conditions are they doing nothing to­ naging to their welfare; but if we leave the Kingdom message in their hands in printed form it will be a real aid to them; it will give them something worth while to look forward to.

Therefore the entire rural territory should be thoroughly covered before Sept. 20, the next Testimony Period.

A great many of the brethren throughout the country have more time than they can do the Kingdom work, by the J onadabs and prisoners may have a very definite responsibility now and must busy themselves in deliver­ ing the message. These men, of course, will recognize this not only as a responsibility, but as a privilege; we have been called, and we will serve Jehovah and his organ­ ization, and also, his provision for the salvation and preser­ vation, and which have a very definite responsibility now and must bury themselves in deliver­ ing the message.

Every effort is being put forth at this time by the enemy of God and his un­ doubted will to put an end to the King­ dom message as we go forward. With all of this opposition Jehovah has made it possible for his people to have mobile camps and cabins which are coming to these homes these booklets should be of­ fered to them and, set aside the month of August, the best two months of this fiscal year, the same idea is to be put forth. The workers will recall that last year, at the request of the govern­ ment, the Catholics were putting on a tremendous campaign to "get Judge Jesus on the ballot." By this method and the other literature you may have on hand will be used in ordering Righteous Ruler.

Jehovah's witnesses are encouraged to have at hand a number of the new booklets in the hands of the people during August and September. In order to equal­ ly those several million of these new booklets in the hands of the people during August and September, and before leaving any home, every worker will put forth the effort. Where Preparation and the offering of the literature cannot be placed, offer these booklets.

The fight is on. The Devil is doing his utmost through his organ­ ization to stop the work. He has brought about more opposition this year than he did last year, which is a definite indication of the di­ 0
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Special Campaign, August 25 to September 29

Brother Rutherford Writes Jehovah's witnesses Concerning "Prosperity-Famine" Booklet

"IN HIS NAME
SHALL THE NATIONS HOPE"

New Booklet Will Be Great Aid

With perilous times befalling the people of the United States, distress and famine wreaking havoc, it is most opportune for the Lord to provide his people with a special message in the form of a "booklet, "WHY PRAY FOR PROSPERITY? WHY FAMINE? THEIR-ENDED. TRUE ANSWER, READ." That's the front cover. On the second page there is a short testimony which really puts the question squarely before the people when it says:

"The nation is threatened with famine. Who is to blame? What shall we do? Cheeky and "distinguished men" say, Pray for prosperity. What will you do? The contents of this booklet will help you to decide."

Then there follows a heart-cheering and comforting message which Brother Rutherford delivered with such force and conviction, which is so manifest in Jehovah's witnesses. The brethren should read this immediately, and they will be enthused and thrilled, and they will burn with the zeal of the Lord. Now let us place it in the hands of the people.

Consignments of Prosperity-Famine Booklet Going Out Now

The brethren will appreciate that not all of these booklets can be in the hands of the companies and pioneers before August 25, because it takes considerable time to print these booklets. However, we will ship as many of these booklets as we possibly can before August 25. We will continue to ship, and as you receive consignments after the 25th begin working immediately. The west coast consignments are being shipped by boat, and it takes three weeks to get these books, so we will not receive until about the middle of September. However, as soon as you receive these, push hard and vigorously with the campaign.

Consignments will be made to companies, and the directors will receive sufficient quantities for the pioneers and auxiliaries in that territory. For those isolated pioneers and auxiliaries, the director will make direct arrangements for this booklet.

Reports of Phonograph Activities

The brethren now having transcription machines should include the phonograph meeting results along with the transcription records on the monthly ITM cards supplied them. Other brethren (except pioneers having pink cards) are requested to report their monthly phonograph activities on a sheet of paper, giving the following information: Number of machines used; number of lectures run; number of meetings held; total attendance at these meetings; number of books and booklets placed thereat.

Every Worker Should Be in the Field

3,000,000 Now Being Printed

Regarding the special campaign August 25 to September 29, we quote from Brother Rutherford's letter as follows: "The brethren now having transcription machines should include the phonograph meeting results along with the transcription records on the monthly ITM cards supplied them. Other brethren (except pioneers having pink cards) are requested to report their monthly phonograph activities on a sheet of paper, giving the following information: Number of machines used; number of lectures run; number of meetings held; total attendance at these meetings; number of books and booklets placed thereat."

Company Method of Distributing Literature

The two parts are the witnesses and the service committee cooperating with the service director. The witnesses are the consecrated ones who take an active part in the field service services, which, of course, include the members of the service committee. The service committee (which should consist of not more than ten members) is to be chosen from the mature brethren of the company who are appointed and in full sympathy with and actively engaged in the field service work, not journeymen. The service committee is to fully and harmoniously cooperate with the service director in organizing and carrying forward the witness activities under the direction of the Society. The service director may or may not be a member of the service committee.

Service Director

The director is appointed by the Society and serves as its representative to direct the field activity of the company. His responsibility to the Society is that of carrying out the instructions he receives from the office from time to time through the Watchtower, Bulletins, letters, etc.; and his responsibility to the company is that of directing its field service activities in the territory assigned to it.

Stockkeeper

The stockkeeper will have charge of all the supplies of literature furnished by the Society for the witness work. It is the duty of the stockkeeper to keep full and accurate account of the stock committed to his care. All supplies for the witness work are to be received and disposed of by the stockkeeper. Credit may be extended to such workers as cannot immediately contribute for the books, with the understanding that it is the duty of the service treasurer to collect from them as they are able, and, in case the worker becomes inactive, to notify the stockkeeper, who will request the return of the books that have not been purchased. The stockkeeper should turn over to the service treasurer all the contributions received for books.

The stockkeeper will make out all (Continued on page 8, column 1)
Phonograph Activities

The company should have and use as many phonographs as can possibly handle to advantage. A phonograph is considered as a part of the service equipment of each automobile. This witness work is considered normal and not to be accounted for as sent to the Society. Therefore, the director is to aid and instruct all the workers according to the policy of the company. In doing this work the director is to keep accurate records according to the Society’s policy. All members of the company, including the director, must be aware of this splendid opportunity of witnessing to the people in their own homes. Appropriate phonograph literature was supplied by the Society for the workers to properly record all their witness activities, whether it be through the work of the phonographer. These slips are to be used by all the workers.

Correspondence and Reports

It is the duty of the director to see that the members of the company all instructions and communications from the Society at the first opportunity. The director must know the requirements of the Society. All phonographer, tract, and phonograph correspondence with the Society is to be done by and through the director.

In every month the director is to see that a report of the company witness activities is sent to the office by the regular report card. Therefore workers are to make prompt and accurate reports of their activities. The cost value of the regular daily worker’s report slips supplied for this purpose.

Other Points

In the event that the director should not be available to handle the mails, the company may arrange with another person to act for the director. The director should therefore endeavor to follow the rule of remitting once a month for the phonographs, which is the cost value of the literature placed and due the Society automatically places the company on the watch list. No further credit will be allowed such company until proper remittance is made. The company itself, therefore, should take charge of the mail, following the rules herein. The director should send these slips to the company for their investigation and to be recorded in the company’s account.

Books and slips are shipped to the company on account as may be necessary, making remittance therefor as prompt as possible.

Each month a statement of the account due the company is forwarded to the company, in care of the director. It is the special duty and responsibility of the director to see that this account is promptly paid. If the director does not pay the account within the month, the cost value of the literature supplied during the month, the cost of the literature will be deducted from the account due the Society. The company’s account should be kept up to date, because the director is responsible for the proper remittance of the account. The director should be sure that all the slips are recorded in the account, and that the account is kept up to date. If the account is not kept up to date, the director will be informed and required to have the account corrected.

Transcription Leader

In the transcription leader it is the duty of the director to keep the PTM in constant communication with the service organization. The duties of the transcription leader (or correspondence secretary) are to keep the PTM informed of all changes in the addresses of the workers, and to arrange meetings for the Sunday school. The director is responsible for the proper remittance of the account. The account should be kept up to date, because the director is responsible for the proper remittance of the account. The director should be sure that all the slips are recorded in the account, and that the account is kept up to date. If the account is not kept up to date, the director will be informed and required to have the account corrected.

New Monthly Report Cards

A summary of these new cards is to be sent to the office and all the slips. The director is responsible for the proper remittance of the account. The account should be kept up to date, because the director is responsible for the proper remittance of the account. The director should be sure that all the slips are recorded in the account, and that the account is kept up to date. If the account is not kept up to date, the director will be informed and required to have the account corrected.

Flee Now Record

Regarding the “Flee Now” recording: This has been sent to the different companies yet, and may not be shipped for a considerable time. It is the privilege of each company to have their field service organization have the “Flee Now” card in their possession. For the workers to properly record all their witness activities. The cost value of the monthly report cards is to be submitted regularly on a regular “Charge Address” slip.
“The Kingdom Praise Period” Begins Sept. 29

What Part Have You in This Witness Work?

 Millions of Righteous Ruler Booklets Are Now Ready for Distribution

Bethel Service Leaders

Recommendaions for Service Director

The organized companies throughout the United States will carry on the work chiefly in thickly populated areas and small outlying towns, so that it will enable the workers to have many opportunities to get in touch with people and witness to them. In this way, they might be able to get the attention of the brethren who have not yet come in to see their great privilege and responsibility of taking the message to others and helping them to see their great privilege and responsibility in having a part in bearing to others the message of truth that Jehovah has carefully provided. The responsibility of taking the message contained in the Righteous Ruler booklet to the people rests upon everyone who knows Jehovah.

As The Watchtower has clearly pointed out, “the name ‘Jehovah’s Witnesses’ precisely to God's anointed ones who have been taken out of the world and made witnesses for Jehovah, and these alone bear the new name. The Jehovah class are all those who 'hear' the message of the truth, and who must say to those in their hearing, ‘Come.’ And let him that heareth say, ‘Come.’ And whosoever will, let him take the water of life freely.’ (Rev. 22:17)” These of the Jehovah class must go along with those who are of the anointed class, young or old, in order that we might have a sound witness. The importance of this message, as well as the “prisoners” who are held in the prison houses, is evident. It is essential that the “millions of people who will never get to obtain this message, as well as the ‘prisoners’ who are held in the prison houses, is evident. It is essential that they may know the proper course to take.

Be sure to get a supply of these booklets from the company or direct from the Society. If you have not in past times joined in this service work, use the coupon printed elsewhere in this Bulletin and ob­tain them from the company. Go into every small house and territory and join in the greatest work that was ever carried on in this earth, namely, advertising the King and the Kingdom.

The organized companies throughout the United States will carry on the work chiefly in thickly populated areas and small outlying towns, so that it will enable the workers to have many opportunities to get in touch with people and witness to them. In this way, they might be able to get the attention of the brethren who have not yet come in to see their great privilege and responsibility of taking the message to others and helping them to see their great privilege and responsibility in having a part in bearing to others the message of truth that Jehovah has carefully provided. The responsibility of taking the message contained in the Righteous Ruler booklet to the people rests upon everyone who knows Jehovah.

The Watchtower has clearly pointed out, “the name ‘Jehovah’s Witnesses’ precisely to God's anointed ones who have been taken out of the world and made witnesses for Jehovah, and these alone bear the new name. The Jehovah class are all those who 'hear' the message of the truth, and who must say to those in their hearing, ‘Come.’ And let him that heareth say, ‘Come.’ And whosoever will, let him take the water of life freely.’ (Rev. 22:17)” Those of the Jehovah class must go along with those who are of the anointed class, young or old, in order that we might have a sound witness. The importance of this message, as well as the “prisoners” who are held in the prison houses, is evident. It is essential that they may know the proper course to take.

Be sure to get a supply of these booklets from the company or direct from the Society. If you have not in past times joined in this service work, use the coupon printed elsewhere in this Bulletin and obtain them from the company. Go into every small house and territory and join in the greatest work that was ever carried on in this earth, namely, advertising the King and the Kingdom.
Convention a Great Blessing to All

702 Pioneers and Auxiliaries Attend

Splendid Witness Given at Toronto

The Toronto convention of Jehovah's witnesses has come and gone, but its influence and the joy and satisfaction resulting from it will continue for some time. The work of the convention was to witness to the people of Toronto, and to advance the cause of Jehovah and his Kingdom. During the convention, the friends came from British Columbia on the west, and from Cape Breton on the east, and in Canada, from the provinces and territories throughout the country, as well as from many parts of the United States, and from other parts of the world. The convention was well organized, and a large number of the best and most modern auditoriums were used, with a seating capacity for about 10,000, and there were also a number of other well-equipped theaters used. The convention was well attended, with thousands of people coming to the meetings each day. The witness to the city of Toronto was covered completely, with the city and its suburbs covered by the convention. The important event of the convention was the closing service on Sunday evening, when the convention was simultaneously broadcast over a number of stations in the United States and Canada, as well as in many parts of the world. During the convention, many testimonies were given, as well as how many hear the lectures, and the reports of the workers. The convention was a great success, with a large number of people attending the meeting, and the testimony was very impressive and convincing. The convention was a great blessing to all who attended, and will continue to influence and delight many for some time to come.
Transcription and Phonograph Work Doing Wonders

"IN HIS NAME SHALL THE NATIONS HOPE"

"The Nations' Hope" Testimony Period
Big Increase over Last Year's Midsummer Campaign

Over Half a Million
World Recovery
Booklets Placed

It makes us very happy to see the witness work expanding from time to time, which is just what the Lord has promised would happen, and the results of "The Nations' Hope" Testimony Period show another forward step in the progress of God's kingdom. The booklet used during this campaign, World Recovery, was very timely. Some scheme after another, advanced by the country's so-called "leaders" has failed, and more and more people are beginning to realize that there is no hope of "world recovery" in the schemes of men. "The nations' hope" is God's righteous government, and, during the midsummer campaign just past, Jehovah's witnesses and the Jone-

The results of this campaign are given in the table below. It is very encouraging to note the big increase, in comparison with the corresponding period of last year. First, there is a great increase in the number of workers. This is just what we might expect, with many of our Jnndah brethren now participating in the Kingdom work. However, even those thus handi
capped can aid their fellow workers should be equipped with a machine to be used, and every car owner interested ones should be informed of the smaller machines available, and of their privilege of opening their homes to those.

However, brethren in city territory and not having cars make appointments with interested ones they meet in the day's work and talk back, holding a number of lectures in the evening, the householders having invited friends and neighbors. Some carry the phonograph to the territory each day, and leave it at some store or other place, having it available immediately to use during the noon hours when laborers are eating lunch, and at other opportunities. A worker with a car, or with a small machine has a much harder time, regardless of the type of ter-

August Attendance over 300,000 Persons

Phonograph and Records
Big Aid in Witnessing

Do You Have One?

Whenever Jehovah has provided some additional instrument to be used in bearing the Kingdom message to the people, the Devil has tried, to the utmost of his ability, to prevent the Lord's people from responding to the opportunities thus presented for doing the work. This is true of the telephone, the typewriter, the phonograph and the transcription lunches by means of phonographs. That the ad-

The servant's testimony period begins the new fiscal year of the Society; and, looking back over the past twelve months, we find a con-

Results of "The Nations' Hope" Testimony Period

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Companies</th>
<th>Sharp-Workers</th>
<th>Booklets</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>June 30-July 8</td>
<td>17,093</td>
<td>150,767</td>
<td>1,000,572</td>
<td>219,781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pioneers</td>
<td>1,597</td>
<td>63,935</td>
<td>114,189</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auxiliaries</td>
<td>806</td>
<td>20,129</td>
<td>125,547</td>
<td>40,005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>19,706</td>
<td>234,241</td>
<td>1,549,308</td>
<td>501,087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total 1933</td>
<td>15,220</td>
<td>212,480</td>
<td>855,341</td>
<td>228,581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>4,486</td>
<td>30,721</td>
<td>689,967</td>
<td>275,106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Decrease</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Have You Ordered Enough
Righteous Ruler?

If for any reason you run out of the Righteous Ruler booklet before the end of July, do not cease activities because of this, but use some other booklet and push the campaign vigorously until the end of the period. It has been found on former occasions that some of the brethren, as soon as their special booklets for the period were completely disposed of, ceased activity entirely. This should not be. Make the campaign last the entire period set apart for it, and if you do not have enough of the special booklets assigned for that particular campaign, then use some other booklets.

Reporting Bibles

Will all pioneers and auxiliaries, as well as all other workers, kindly report all Bibles they place as "Other Books", in making out their monthly and territory reports. Follow this practice instead of omitting Bibles from the monthly reports entirely, as has been the policy in the past.
Angels Booklet for The Servant's Testimony Period

No Consignments Will Be Made

Use Order Blank Now

Booklet Very Attractive

As you have noticed on the Society's calendar for 1934, the nine days of November 24 to December 2 are set aside as The Servant's Testimony Period. You will need to begin to prepare for this period well in advance to have the necessary supply of booklets on hand, and the enclosed order blank is for your convenience in ordering a good stock.

A beautiful new booklet is to be taken to the people during this period. It is entitled Angels. This subject means much to the Lord's people now.

In due time Jehovah has revealed to his people vital facts concerning the invisible part of the Devil's organization, and thereafter, in obedience to Jehovah's orders, his people, by his grace, made their efforts and efforts of others concerning the wicked spirits, and standing as a witness or witness to the spirits in prison.

Our orders from Jehovah's organization, in the words of The Watchtower, are as follows: "It is understood that every one who sends reports to the Society will have the mail opened, and that every one who object to the action of the clergy and the teaching of the Devil's organization. Immediately after this incident, the authorization for this activity will be included in the monthly report for October. If each one does his part, then there will be no difficulty in having The Kingdon Ruler for the year's work at an early date.

Reports for THE KINGDOM RULER can now be had in the following:

French Greek Slovak
German Italian Spanish
Ukrainian

(Continued from page 1, Column 4)

Below is the image of one page of a document, as well as some raw textual content that was previously extracted for it. Just return the plain text representation of this document as if you were reading it naturally. Do not hallucinate.
Nov. 24 to Dec. 2 The Servant’s Testimony Period

“IN THIS NAME

SHALL THE NATIONS HOPE”

Sound Machines Bring Comfort

As the witness with the transcription lectures by means of the phonographs and transcription machines progresses, the field for this work is seen to widen constantly and there appears to be no limit to the possibilities of this method in seeking out those of good will. From the field workers come many reports showing specifically an increase in placements of books and booklets where the phonograph has been used. Examples: “At our first meeting we had 14 present besides ourselves, and we placed 17 bound volumes in our first meeting we had 14 present besides ourselves, and we placed 17 bound volumes in our first meeting we had 14 present besides ourselves, and we placed 17 bound volumes in our first meeting we had 14 present besides ourselves, and we placed 17 bound volumes in our first meeting we had 14 present besides ourselves, and we placed 17 bound volumes in our first meeting we had 14 present besides ourselves, and we placed 17 bound volumes in

Do You Have Your

No Consignments Are Being Made

Orders Are Extraordinarily Heavy

If you have not as yet placed your order for the Angels’ booklets, do it immediately, so that you will be sure to have a good supply of them. A special order for the Angels’ booklets on hand for the special testimony period in November. Order blanks were sent out some time ago, so that you can order the Angels’ booklets with other literature. These should be done, as it saves money in the shipping of freight orders. Service directors, sharphosters, pion-neers and auxiliaries should check their stock now and get in a good supply of Angels, for this is a subject that will interest all people and it is of vital importance to place this booklet in their hands for careful study. No consignments be ing made to anyone; therefore it is necessary for you to place an order.

Atlanta Convention

Many Pioneers Moving Toward Atlanta

The Lord has richly blessed the brethren in the United States with service conventions. Early in the year a convention was held in the West, and then the Canada convention in the North; and now there is one arranged for the brethren in the southern part of the country.

The Atlanta service convention will be held on November 23, 24 and 25; headquarters Ansley Hotel, roof garden. Meetings Saturday and Sunday will be held in the City Auditorium. These meetings will be addressed by various brethren, including the president of the Society.

It is hoped that many of the pion-eers in the South may be able to attend. Sleeping quarters are being provided for a hundred or more pion-eers. Pioneers will make no arrangements for quarters until seeing convention committee. A credit of $250 will be issued to each pion-eer on book account to help pay expenses to the convention. Let all the Lord’s people present this matter before the throne of grace for his blessing that there may be a splendid witness to the home of his name. Address all communications to Clifton R. Thomas, Chairman Convention Committee, 1201 Belmont Ave, S.W., Atlanta, Ga.
November 24 to December 2

to be devoted to the distribution of "ANGELS"

The Wicked - The Good

Reports for November to Include Servant’s Testimony Period

In making up reports for the month of November and this special period please submit your report as follows: The period report, of course, will begin with November 24 and terminate on the night of December 2. The work done during that period may be placed in a separate report. The report for the month of November will begin with November 1 and terminate on the evening of December 2. In other words, the report for the month of November is to include the Servant’s Testimony Period, but be sure to submit two reports: one for the period alone, and the other for the month of November including the period.

Service Leaders for Special Period
Will Serve Radius of 200 Miles

In accordance with the usual custom the factory and Bethel home will be closed Saturday November 24 and Saturday December 1, in order to enable members of the Bethel family to have four complete days in the field service with the rest of the brethren throughout the country. Service leaders will be sent to companies within a radius of 200 miles who make request for them. Therefore, if you desire a service leader, please write promptly requesting one, writing at which end of the service period you desire the brother to serve your company. It is understood, of course, that when brethren are sent on duties during these periods there will be work in the field with them both on Saturday and on Sunday.

South America a Good Field

"Do you know of some friends who would like to come and join me here in South America? I will do my best to help them. Here is religious freedom, and some take the books even if the climate is good, and plenty of fruit and vegetables, and anybody who likes to work can make a good living. The Lord has kept me through all the difficulties in these countries. Any information you wish concerning the South American countries will be gladly furnished upon request."

The above is from a letter recently received from a sister now pioneering in Ecuador South America. Those brethren who want to enter the pioneer work in South American countries may write the Society further.

GOOD NEWS

AUSTRALIA

"We are happy to report that we have been able to arrange with twenty more districts that they will put on transcription machines, one of Brother Rutherford’s special lecture ‘Plea Now’. The majority of the stations will be putting the lecture on the air. We are pleased and confident that this will have a good effect on the placements of the booklets."

CANADA

"There are a large number of Indians in the north here, many of whom are real friendly. On the whole, the Indians listen very attentively, and all who can obtain literature. In the absence of money, leather goods are offered—buckskin coats, gloves, moccasins, etc. We have had the privilege of telling the Indians about our work and they listen with suppressed excitement as we told them of the Kingdom. We did not find much opposition except in some cases when the dominies told us, ‘This is our job.’ We advised them to get hold of the books and listen. The work is not too late,”—Pioneer, Northern British Columbia.

ENGLAND

"Will you please send one photophone and nine records to the special service leaders I am sending? The total amount will be $4.11.0. This is a blind sister and has never heard Brother Rutherford until I put on my machine this afternoon; result, an order. I am taking my machine in the car with me on my business trips, and let my customers hear. Last week made an appointment for three people to hear in their home; had a grand time; Harp and two booklets left. Next week I have an auxiliary called, not knowing I had called the evening before; the lady read card, asked who the books were by,—if by Judge Rutherford she would have the three—mentioned how she enjoyed the records the night before. So the good work goes on."

BAHAMA ISLANDS

From a pioneer in the Bahamas islands: “The transcription machine reached Arthur’s Town, and the message was appreciated by nearly all who heard. The people shout for joy, giving God thanks for the truth. One preacher is using the booklets in his church. He told me he saw the books contain nothing but the truth. He heard Brother Rutherford, and now he is asking God to forgive him for all the wrong he was preaching. Then he said Christ died for the truth and ‘I will preach out of these books and let the people hear’. The lecture stirred the people, and World Recovery was near in due season.”

UNITED STATES

"We now have three large transcription machines and four small portable machines. We find so many people who say, ‘I had the booklets, but did not know that they contained anything like that.’ It certainly helps the people hear the message. The machines are doing a wonderful work in small towns and parks; for instance: There is a little town near here, where we never had success before, but after six lectures the people would come out and sit around the speaker. Everyone from the banker down to the workman. Later, when we called on the people with the combination of three booklets they were at home with the exception of three. A week later it was covered with the booklet Righteous Ruler with the same experience.”

"At this divisional campaign we laid special stress on the matter of procuring names of those whose homes were really open for transmission purposes. Considerable time was taken Saturday afternoon to impress upon the minds of the workers. The result was that we received the names of 30 people who definitely stated that their homes were open for the transcription purposes.” —Division.

FRANCE

A pioneer in France reports the following incident: "One day he was giving testimony in the mayor’s office in ——, to the mayor’s secretary and stenographer. The secretary was a Catholic and had a rather surprising knowledge of the text of the Bible. The stenographer listened with interest to the discussion. Suddenly the secretary changed his attitude and began to act as if possessed by the very devil. He blasphemed Jehovah and finished by saying, ‘Money is my god.’ The pioneer warned him that he could not mock God and go unpunished. The girl, however, took a booklet, and, through her, her mother later became interested. Two days after the incident in the mayor’s office the newspaper reported that there was a fire in the secretary’s house, that he tried to save three cans filled with money which he had hidden under the floor, and after being unable to find it, he fled out of the burning house, terribly scorched. The next morning he died after suffering horrible pains. ‘His god’ could not save him, but destroyed him.

EGYPT

"Our joy is great because almost all the work is going forward, and we are able to place our message in the hands of the people in printed form. The work is going on with great zeal. The Turks receive the testimony and would like to enter the service leaders will be sent to companies within a radius of 200 miles who make request for them. Therefore, if you desire a service leader, please write promptly requesting one, writing at which end of the service period you desire the brother to serve your company. It is understood, of course, that when brethren are sent on duties during these periods there will be work in the field with them both on Saturday and on Sunday.

TURKEY

"I am very thankful to Jehovah for the privilege I have in bringing this message of salvation to the people. The Turks receive the testimony with the printed card and many of them take it home and, after being unable to find it, they tell it to the burnings the house, terribly scorched. The next morning he died after suffering horrible pains. ‘His god’ could not save him, but destroyed him.

COSTA RICA

"For the first time I have had the machine I had 13 Adventists and 2 Catholics at my place listening to the records, and, to tell the truth, after that meeting I was living on the mountain tops. Praise the Lord for his loving-kindness."
Every Worker to Share in Special Campaign December and January
3 Clothbound Books on a 50¢ Contribution

Use Any of Four: Harp, Deliverance, Reconciliation, Life

Order Immediately a Good Supply

Jehovah has graciously made provision that another tremendous testimony may be given this fall and winter. The anointed and all others who have the privilege of receiving the name of Jehovah. The months of December and January are to be devoted to a special distribution of three clothbound books on a contribution of 50¢. The workers may choose any three of the following four books only: The Harp of God, Deliverance, Reconciliation, and Life.

The past few months (in fact, nearly the whole year) have been devoted exclusively to an exception-ally wide distribution of booklets, and during the past two months the Prosperity-Faith booklet has exceeded anything in this line. The field is now ripe for an extensive distribution of clothbound books. Therefore the call goes forth to everyone to participate in this campaign as outlined below.

Three-Book Wrapper and Testimony Card

Let the People Read Display the Books

As soon as the Society has completed printing the special wrapper which can be placed around the three clothbound books, they will be sent to you. The three beautifully covered hard books, in this wrapper, will make a most attractive offering of three on contribution of 50¢. The wrapper, we believe, will aid the brethren in calling to the attention of the people the unusual value offered, because it will show that the ordinary contribution asked is 25¢ whereas now, during December and January, it is three on contribution of 50¢.

Please Report Promptly and Accurately; This Is Important

Every director, pioneer and auxiliary, as well as sharpsuppliers, is supplied for holding three books, “The Harp of God,” “Deliverance,” “Reconciliation,” and “Life,” that you may have on hand, and then you write your order blank and send it to the Society immediately. If your account is not in good standing, accompany your order with a remittance. The Society has on hand a good supply of these four books at 37, 77, 117, 177, 237, 277, and so on at the reduced rates, but a credit will be given at the end of each month.

Credit to Be Given from Report Cards

This campaign, but should order a supply for December and January for all the books of this kind. It is hoped that it will not be necessary to make any transfers between the three books, because it causes a lot of extra work in the office; therefore we suggest that pioneers and auxiliaries at a reduced rate. When you order these books they will be invoiced to you at the same rates as herebefore. Credit will be placed on your account from your December report card as well as your report for January on these four books. After January all of these books will again be offered on the regular contribution of 25¢ each.

As shown above, where books are reported the space is divided into columns for the total number of books that are placed in combinations of three on 50¢ contributions. On the lower line are books that were placed singly on the 25¢ contribution, and all foreign books. Credit will be given to the companies on only the four books that are mentioned on the top line: namely, The Harp of God, Deliverance, Reconciliation, and Life. Pioneers will receive a credit of 2c for each book mentioned; auxiliaries, 5c; and companies, 6c. Company workers should receive their books from the stockhouse at the reduced rates.

Three-Book Wrapper and Testimony Card

Let the People Read Display the Books

As soon as the Society has completed printing the special wrapper which can be placed around the three clothbound books, they will be sent to you. The three beautifully covered hard books, in this wrapper, will make a most attractive offering of three on contribution of 50¢. The wrapper, we believe, will aid the brethren in calling to the attention of the people the unusual value offered, because it will show that the ordinary contribution asked is 25¢ whereas now, during December and January, it is three on contribution of 50¢. There will be shipped to the companies and sharpsuppliers 10 wrappers per worker, to auxiliaries in general, it is planned at 25¢.

If you need more than that order them, and we shall be pleased to supply them. If you do not receive the wrappers before December 3, begin immediately with the offer of

(Continued on page 2, column 1)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polish</td>
<td>Where Are the Dead?</td>
<td>Jehovah's Witnesses</td>
<td>Booklet</td>
<td>The booklet provides evidence that practically all of the territory is virgin territory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norweigian</td>
<td>Where Are the Dead?</td>
<td>Jehovah's Witnesses</td>
<td>Booklet</td>
<td>The booklet provides evidence that practically all of the territory is virgin territory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>Heaven and Purgatory</td>
<td>Jehovah's Witnesses</td>
<td>Booklet</td>
<td>The booklet provides evidence that practically all of the territory is virgin territory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danish</td>
<td>Heaven and Purgatory</td>
<td>Jehovah's Witnesses</td>
<td>Booklet</td>
<td>The booklet provides evidence that practically all of the territory is virgin territory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td>Heaven and Purgatory</td>
<td>Jehovah's Witnesses</td>
<td>Booklet</td>
<td>The booklet provides evidence that practically all of the territory is virgin territory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>The Bible</td>
<td>Jehovah's Witnesses</td>
<td>Booklet</td>
<td>The booklet provides evidence that practically all of the territory is virgin territory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>Heaven and Purgatory</td>
<td>Jehovah's Witnesses</td>
<td>Booklet</td>
<td>The booklet provides evidence that practically all of the territory is virgin territory.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued from page 1, column 3)
A New Booklet for a Midwinter Campaign

Transcription Meetings Should Be Started
Advertise Them Well
According to Instructions

The importance of this campaign cannot be overestimated. The truth that Jehovah is now forcing the people to take their stand on one side or the other of the great issue; that they are being divided and forced to identify themselves. He has committed to the hands of his remnant the privilege of proclaiming this great truth, and has blessed us with every necessary requirement to do the work.

Upon the service directors and sharpsuckers rests the responsibility of planning the special preparations for this work so that others associated with them may in no wise be hindered. The officers brethren in the companies have the responsibility of fully cooperating in making the campaign a real success by devoting as much time to it as they possibly can and also seeing to it that unnecessary hindrances are set aside and that they are not deterred by inclement weather or other obstacles which a few years back we considered as insurmountable, but which the anointed now recognize as only another opportunity to demonstrate their zeal and love for Jehovah by overcoming them. These lectures will give an opportunity to all the auxiliaries will, of course, make their personal arrangements to push this campaign vigorously, especially if they are in isolated territory.

In choosing territory keep in mind that this campaign also inaugurates the special transcription activity. This will mean a slight departure from the general outline presented in the special transcription bulletin. In this, that Dividing the People will be presented the first time you go out of territory. Instead of the other literature as recommended in the special bulletin. In other words, you will be promoting the transcription activity before you have the Dividing the People booklet the first time and the last time you go over the territory set aside for the transcription program. Afterwards, of course, you will return to the plan presented in the special transcription bulletin. Choose your territory, therefore, and arrange for a portable transcription machine meeting and advertise the meeting as you go along with the booklet in a given district. If your company plans to hold the arrangement for a number of portable transcription meetings, provide you have the machines to handle them.

In the work with the Dividing the People booklet cover as much territory as you possibly can and in the transcription meeting district also advertise the transcription lecture with the first announcement.

Many Radio Stations
Engaged for Series of Bro. Rutherford’s Lectures

Consigning Radio Folders

It has again been arranged to broadcast over many stations throughout the world the remarkable series of lectures by Brother Rutherford, beginning with the series Testimony-Jan. 20-28. More than 400 radio stations have been invited to take part in this series, but through fear, and because of plain, outspoken truths such as Brother Rutherford always uses, we are afraid to cast it. However, 125 stations will well cover the United States. We hope that all of the brethren will have opportunity to hear this epoch-making speech. This lecture will be followed by five others, as has been set out in the radio folder shipped to all companies, auxiliaries and pio­neers. These lectures also will be given over large chains, and now, by electrical transcription, more than 200 stations will rebroadcast them. Over 3,700,000 radio announcements for the December 31 lecture have been shipped, and now there are being shipped a similar number announcing the series of five which will be given during January and on February 4, one on each Sunday.

Be sure that every one whom you come in contact is duly informed of this series, because it is of utmost importance that the people hear. These special radio folders are being consigned. The distribution of folders announcing the five lectures should begin December 31 and continue until all are disposed of.

Send in Request for Service Leader

In harmony with the usual custom, the office and factory at Brooklyn, New York, will make arrangements for a portable transcription meeting on Saturday, January 20 and January 27, to enable the entire Bethel family to have two full days at the end of the campaign in the field service. These companies within 200 miles of Bethel who desire service leaders for this period will please write to the office immediately, making such request. When such requests are made it is understood that arrangements will be made by the company to have as many as possible participate in the service Saturday fore­noon and afternoon and Sunday. Some of the brethren, when they reach an appointment, find that no provisions have been made for Sat­urday’s activity. This should not be. If none of the company are able to go out in the service on Saturday it is hardly worth sending a service leader all the way from Brooklyn, incurring considerable expense.

Don’t Forget! Dec. 31, 9 a.m.
Divisional Campaign Meeting

A Special Testimony and Letter

Dear Brethren:

Jehovah’s witnesses are the only people in the world who are giving a message of hope through the medium of the radio. Jehovah’s Witnesses is the only organization given this privilege.

In these days of perplexity you want to get on the right side of every question. You learned when a child what Jesus said about dividing the people as sheep and goats are separated. That apt prophetic parable is now being fulfilled over all the world and every one is taking the side of Jehovah or against him. Which side are you on? You cannot decide that properly unless you have the facts before you. This booklet explains the whole matter so clearly that with it as a guide you can make no mistake. This is your copy and you should read it carefully, that you may be able to help your family and your neighbors to also decide the right way. You may contribute five cents to aid in a wider distribution of this very helpful message.

When approaching the people you should speak words such as above or have this testimony written or printed on a card and ask them to read it. Have in mind that the important thing is to be obedient to the Lord’s commandment in preaching this gospel of the Kingdom, which must be done before the final cataclysm befalls Satan’s organization. The day of deliverance draws nigh and the full vindication of Jehovah’s name is near at hand. Continue to put forth your best efforts, manifesting the zeal peculiar to the Lord’s house, and may his blessings continue with you richly henceforth and forever.

Yours in the service of our King,

[Signature]

Send in Request for Service Leader

In harmony with the usual custom, the office and factory at Brooklyn, New York, will make arrangements for a portable transcription meeting on Saturday, January 20 and January 27, to enable the entire Bethel family to have two full days at the end of the campaign in the field service. These companies within 200 miles of Bethel who desire service leaders for this period will please write to the office immediately, making such request. When such requests are made it is understood that arrangements will be made by the company to have as many as possible participate in the service Saturday fore­noon and afternoon and Sunday. Some of the brethren, when they reach an appointment, find that no provisions have been made for Sat­urday’s activity. This should not be. If none of the company are able to go out in the service on Saturday it is hardly worth sending a service leader all the way from Brooklyn, incurring considerable expense.

Don’t Forget! Dec. 31, 9 a.m.
Divisional Campaign Meeting
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Dear Brethren:

Jehovah’s witnesses are the only people in the world who are giving a message of hope through the medium of the radio. Jehovah’s Witnesses is the only organization given this privilege.

In these days of perplexity you want to get on the right side of every question. You learned when a child what Jesus said about dividing the people as sheep and goats are separated. That apt prophetic parable is now being fulfilled over all the world and every one is taking the side of Jehovah or against him. Which side are you on? You cannot decide that properly unless you have the facts before you. This booklet explains the whole matter so clearly that with it as a guide you can make no mistake. This is your copy and you should read it carefully, that you may be able to help your family and your neighbors to also decide the right way. You may contribute five cents to aid in a wider distribution of this very helpful message.

When approaching the people you should speak words such as above or have this testimony written or printed on a card and ask them to read it. Have in mind that the important thing is to be obedient to the Lord’s commandment in preaching this gospel of the Kingdom, which must be done before the final cataclysm befalls Satan’s organization. The day of deliverance draws nigh and the full vindication of Jehovah’s name is near at hand. Continue to put forth your best efforts, manifesting the zeal peculiar to the Lord’s house, and may his blessings continue with you richly henceforth and forever.

Yours in the service of our King,

[Signature]
There is Much to Do in the Year’s Work
22,500,000 Testimonies
More Workers Expected in the Field

Transcription

One of the Big Features

There are certain features in every year’s work that are outstanding and the report of the pioneer and company worker will consider. The Lord’s anointed will certainly strive to accomplish. The purpose of the Lord’s people is to spend a few extra hours a day in the field and, in order to be well known, it is necessary to take care of all the little details. Thus, when the company workers are working only part-time or short hours, many on a 5-hour day, others on a 6-hour day or several hours for their secular employment which is necessary to take care of their families, it will be possible for many of these individuals to arrange their time so as to spend at least two or three hours a day in the field work. If this be done, in a month’s time they could bring in a thousand hours in the field and, in that way, be enrolled as auxiliaries, making reports direct to the Society. Special rules are granted those on the auxiliary list. In spending a few extra hours a day in the field, the pioneers especially pleasing to the Lord, and much witnessing can be accomplished by going at it in a systematic manner such as this. We hope that every company director will bring this to the attention of the company every short while, and, in that way, be up to each individual to decide whether he has the time or can arrange to have the time to put into the auxiliary branch of the service.

Placements

In order that contracts may be made for the purchase of paper, and schedules made for the operation of the transcription machines, it is necessary, out of the amount of literature that is being made, to estimate the number of books and booklets that will be placed, as this is the big work for the year. Experience has shown that by covering your territory as much as possible, and leaving a different booklet each time they are putting into the service has been used as a basis for the purposes of the company. Thus, when the figure that they are delivering each hour. There has been a marvelous increase in the actual literature placed in the United States in the year. These figures are important, because they can spend all of their time in giving testimony, which is the privilege of the company workers, of pioneers, of auxiliaries, by the Jonadab class, which results always fail to send in reports. We hope it will be many years before our letter to the manager of the company is returned as undelivered.

For your encouragement: During the month of October more than 100,000 completed transcriptions were placed by the workers in the United States. If we average a million test pages, this means that 100 workers is possible, we shall very easily reach this quota. If the remnant do their part, the Lord will grant the increase.

Outstanding Events

For this year the Society has set aside five special testimony periods of 9 days each. The details of these special periods will be set forth in the Bulletin from time to time. Two of the periods for the fiscal year which began October 1 have passed with astonishing results. We list the dates below, for your convenience:

Dividing the People Testimony
January 20-28

TESTIMONY PERIODS—These are outlined on your Calendar.

Divisional Campaigns—Four are specified on your Calendar. Transcription Machines—Four outlines as set forth in the special bulletin “Your Work with Transcription Machines.”

For every company worker, pioneer and auxiliary keeps pace with the above schedule, his time should be well utilized, and that to the glory of the Lord.

The Workers

It is estimated that during the fiscal year 1894 there will be an average of 500,000 church members and sharpshooters engaging in the field service and reporting monthly. We hope that this will be increased, however, due to the interest shown by the Jonadab class, which results would be included in company results. It is hard to estimate the figures. In considering the number of pioneers that might be expected in the service, the estimate is 1,950 reporting each month. There are more than 2,000 on our list, but, for some reason, other than 1,950, always fail to send in reports. We hope that during the coming year this will be overcome. Even though pioneers are ill or unable to work during the month, a report should be sent in. We must maintain close contact with every individual in the pioneer service. The pioneers are gaining the confidence of the people, because they can spend all of their time in giving testimony, which is the privilege of the pioneers, of Jehovah. During the year their experiences in the work as reported to this office have been very gratifying.

The Auxiliaries

There has been shown an increase in the auxiliary list, but here is a point we hope that every company worker will consider. Our estimate is 850 for the year; but we hope that by the end of the year this will be far short, because the number in the auxiliary work should be at least more than 1,000 reporting monthly. The number of company workers are working only part-time or short hours, many on a 5-hour day, others on a 6-hour day or several hours for their secular employment which is necessary to take care of their families, it will be possible for many of these individuals to arrange their time so as to spend at least two or three hours a day in the field work. If this be done, in a month’s time they could bring in a thousand hours in the field and, in that way, be enrolled as auxiliaries, making reports direct to the Society. Special rules are granted those on the auxiliary list. In spending a few extra hours a day in the field, the pioneers especially pleasing to the Lord, and much witnessing can be accomplished by going at it in a systematic manner such as this. We hope that every company director will bring this to the attention of the company every short while, and, in that way, be up to each individual to decide whether he has the time or can arrange to have the time to put into the auxiliary branch of the service.

How you are able to arrange your company to do this is something that will be brought to the attention of the company. The booklets are being shipped weekly. There are now over 1,000,000 circulated to the pioneers and auxiliaries. Also, it is estimated that 9,250,000 booklets are being shipped weekly. This means that the pioneers and auxiliaries who are located in company territory will have their supply of this booklet included in the shipment made to the company service director. The booklets are being sent to the different companies although they are all being shipped together. The service director should see that all get their shipment.

The supply of the Dividing the People...
97 Countries in Report of Kingdom Period

Many Requests for Testimonies Received

Protest and Petition Work

The response to the Protest and Petition campaign is marvelous. The public has availed themselves of the opportunity to sign the petition which exceeded our fondest expectations.

There are certain details relative to this protest which deserve notice. Many of our people have taken care of locally and before the petition forms are sent to this office. There are also letters of protest and petition of one person. Please do not forward them until all these details are completed. Some of the early copies have already been received. At the bottom of each sheet should be clearly shown the number of signatures. The number of copies to be sent varies greatly. If you receive any such request it means that this requirement is not necessary as far as your company is concerned. Where companies are divided into two or more congressional districts, the busy workers in the company, pioneers, sharphunters are to hold the territory is being forwarded a list of the towns in each county. It is not necessary to see to it that the names from each congressional district are kept together. When you forward the names, do so in the same manner, with each group clearly marked on the outside on a separate sheet of paper showing which district they are from.

There is a special letter going forward the petitioners in each congressional district, requesting special information. The brethren who receive this letter are asked to complete the specified sheet and inform the office which makes a complete tabulation of the results. Please see that the information requested in this special letter is filled in and forwarded to this office with the petitions for each congressional district. These petitions and informa- tion should be signed by all the persons in the company, sharphunter, pioneer, and auxiliaries in his territory, according to the general instructions, but if he received special instruc- tions from this office regarding subdivisions of Congresses, within his territory assignment he is to see to it that the petitions of all companies, pioneers, auxiliaries and sharphunters in his territory are in the same order as they are segregated as requested. There were 302 special letters sent out. The others did not get this letter, as it did not apply to them. Please, therefore, consider the above instructions carefully and follow out these suggestions. It will greatly aid in the work. Books will be done, provided the petitions, on January 15, 10, at 11, and 20.

The brethren should see to it that all signatures made on these forms are made with either ink or indelible ink, and signed with the name of the person. The signatures should be clear and written in such a manner that the people of good will to review this table and see the extent of the work given in so many countries of the earth.

AUSTRALIA

"The enthusiasm of all workers and wide publicity given to the campaign has enabled us to eclipse all records. Our quota for Australia and New Zealand was 1,900,000 testimonies, 22,000 hours, 50,000 place- ments, and 80,000 pieces of literature. The figures for Australia exceed the quota for the whole of the territory. The suggested 15-per-cent increase for the Remnant's Thanksgiving Period figures have been turned into an actual increase of 30 per cent in the literature placed.

The results, obtained by the Lord's grace, are even more remarkable when we fact, that over 40,000 workers in Germany were not included in this report.

Many countries report a very large increase over Remnant's Thanksgiving Period; notably, the British Isles, with an increase of over 60,000 booklets. The countries of Northern Europe, which more than doubled; Australia, with an increase of over 100,000; and the United States, with an increase of over 500,000. Other countries, with similar increases. The total for the United States during the above period was nearly a million copies of the special Golden Age with Brother Rutherford's Plainfield address. It is interesting to note that a year ago, for the entire world, a total of 37,411 workers came to 34,518. This shows that the increase was not due to any cause, but rather due to the people's desire to learn the truth. Germany left at practically every home in that country. In addition, the countries of Northern Europe, which more than doubled; Australia, which more than doubled; and the United States, which more than doubled.

One brother reported a very large increase over Remnant's Thanksgiving Period figures, with the same testimony, with the increasing in spite of this vicious struggle. In the United States, a total of 37,411 workers came to 34,518. This shows that the increase was not due to any cause, but rather due to the people's desire to learn the truth. Germany left at practically every home in that country. In addition, the countries of Northern Europe, which more than doubled; Australia, which more than doubled; and the United States, which more than doubled.

Many countries report a very large increase over Remnant's Thanksgiving Period; notably, the British Isles, with an increase of over 60,000 booklets. The countries of Northern Europe, which more than doubled; Australia, with an increase of over 100,000; and the United States, with an increase of over 500,000. Other countries, with similar increases. The total for the United States during the above period was nearly a million copies of the special Golden Age with Brother Rutherford's Plainfield address. It is interesting to note that a year ago, for the entire world, a total of 37,411 workers came to 34,518. This shows that the increase was not due to any cause, but rather due to the people's desire to learn the truth. Germany left at practically every home in that country. In addition, the countries of Northern Europe, which more than doubled; Australia, which more than doubled; and the United States, which more than doubled.

The Lord has revealed to his people that the battle of the witnesses for a million copies of the special Golden Age with Brother Rutherford's Plainfield address. It is interesting to note that a year ago, for the entire world, a total of 37,411 workers came to 34,518. This shows that the increase was not due to any cause, but rather due to the people's desire to learn the truth. Germany left at practically every home in that country. In addition, the countries of Northern Europe, which more than doubled; Australia, which more than doubled; and the United States, which more than doubled.

In Canada, it is interesting to note that the preliminary trial lasted for three days. The witness given was outstanding, and without (Continued on page 4, column 1)

EXCELLENT START FOR NEW YEAR

Much Opposition in Many Lands

Over 1½ Million Books and Booklets Placed

We are happy to give you the final results of the international witness given during Kingdom Proclamation Period, November 13-20. It was the first nine days of the Society's new fiscal year, and what a glorious start it was! The witness was given in 79 different countries, 1,372,631 books and booklets were left, with the People's Testimony period spanning over nearly a million copies over the corresponding period last year, 1,068,766 testaments. "The results obtained, by the Lord's grace, are even more remarkable when we take into account that, at that time, over 40,000 workers in Germany were not included in this report.

Many countries report a very large increase over Remnant's Thanksgiving Period; notably, the British Isles, with an increase of over 60,000 booklets. The countries of Northern Europe, which more than doubled; Australia, with an increase of over 100,000; and the United States, with an increase of over 500,000. Other countries, with similar increases. The total for the United States during the above period was nearly a million copies of the special Golden Age with Brother Rutherford's Plainfield address. It is interesting to note that a year ago, for the entire world, a total of 37,411 workers came to 34,518. This shows that the increase was not due to any cause, but rather due to the people's desire to learn the truth. Germany left at practically every home in that country. In addition, the countries of Northern Europe, which more than doubled; Australia, which more than doubled; and the United States, which more than doubled.

Many countries report a very large increase over Remnant's Thanksgiving Period; notably, the British Isles, with an increase of over 60,000 booklets. The countries of Northern Europe, which more than doubled; Australia, with an increase of over 100,000; and the United States, with an increase of over 500,000. Other countries, with similar increases. The total for the United States during the above period was nearly a million copies of the special Golden Age with Brother Rutherford's Plainfield address. It is interesting to note that a year ago, for the entire world, a total of 37,411 workers came to 34,518. This shows that the increase was not due to any cause, but rather due to the people's desire to learn the truth. Germany left at practically every home in that country. In addition, the countries of Northern Europe, which more than doubled; Australia, which more than doubled; and the United States, which more than doubled.

The Lord has revealed to his people that the battle of the witnesses for a million copies of the special Golden Age with Brother Rutherford's Plainfield address. It is interesting to note that a year ago, for the entire world, a total of 37,411 workers came to 34,518. This shows that the increase was not due to any cause, but rather due to the people's desire to learn the truth. Germany left at practically every home in that country. In addition, the countries of Northern Europe, which more than doubled; Australia, which more than doubled; and the United States, which more than doubled.

In Canada, it is interesting to note that the preliminary trial lasted for three days. The witness given was outstanding, and without (Continued on page 4, column 1)
DENMARK

"Gog made a false step when he got the Danish government to make a law against us, a commercial law telling us to apply for a peddlers' license or stop our work. The law took effect October 1, 1932, and we did not apply. We had to appear in a criminal court, and won. The Government appealed to a higher court, and we won again. The Board of Trade carried the case to the supreme court in order to stop our work, Jehovah's work, all over Denmark. Under these circumstances the week began. The brethren understood that it might be our last chance of witnessing, and they went forward with zeal and great confidence. Then they went to prevent the witness' being given out. The result, therefore, is a week far, far bigger than any other week at any time in the Remnant's history in Denmark. Gog's attempt to destroy us turned out to be a boomerang!"

BRITISH ISLES

"The total placements for this campaign far exceeds that for the Crisis period by more than 90,000 booklets, despite fewer workers this time. A very encouraging feature was the many thousands of Kingdom Hall participants who came forward and took their copies during this period."

FRANCE

"Enclosed are the reports for Kingdom Week and for the first month of the new year. You will want to be pleased with what we have done and if we continue at this rate during the whole year we may expect to obtain a good result."}

LATIN

"We have topped all previous records again. A lesser number of workers put in much more time than at any previous campaign and consequently more territory was covered and a greater quantity of the printed matter was distributed, which meant a great spread of the truth. The transaction machinery was used to good effect during the campaign in Karachi." }

LITHUANIA

"This time an attempt was made to prevent the witnesses' being used in Monelgeble. On the first day workers in a village were apprehended, the pavilion and names were taken; but the work of witnessing was continued. Later one of the witnesses was apprehended a second time. Then two workers from surrounding territory had to give their testimony and an order was made to get them to testify against themselves. They came into the village and were simply walking the streets, yet they will be prosecuted for 'disturbing the peace of the Sabbath.' An endeavor was made to demand the cancellation of the party numbering 33, were traveling, but word was carried to the leader in time, and a detour was made. This effort on the part of the Devil's agents did not have the desired effect, for the campaign was carried out according to plan."
Lots of Work for December and January

Ten Million Petition Signers

Three Million Special Booklets

Several Hundred Thousand Bound Books

That Ought to Keep Us Busy

and Make the Adversary

Hop Sidewise

Each Worker Should Obtain 14 Signatures Daily

The brethren assembled in a glorious convention at Atlantic City, N.J., there were more than four thousand. At the Saturday afternoon session a "Warning Declaration" was unanimously adopted by all the conventions. There was one dissenting vote, a Catholic priest.

A new booklet is being prepared containing the "warning declaration," and after reading this every one of the Lord's servants and the Jonadab brethren will want to go right down the line with the petition, the three million booklets and several hundred thousand booklet combinations. It will be a glorious fight, and even through winter is coming on, the weather is cold and inclement, the weather is mild and warm, the brethren will want to go right down the line with the petition, station will be charged with the responsibility of seeing that he gets on, the weather is cold and inclement.

Next, the Golden Age (No. 397) which carries Brother Rutherford's radio speech "Truth: Shall It Be Suppressed," will also carry one copy of the petition, a special invitation to all Golden Age subscribers to cut out this page and circulate it among their friends and also write us for as many more forms as they require.

The New Booklet

This is a 64-page publication, self-covered, and will be consigned to the companies, sharpshoters, pioneers and auxiliaries throughout the United States. The Western and Eastern U.S. companies will have their quota in three million booklets, and has 50c he will undoubtedly obtain a combination, which combination will include the special booklet, TRUTH: Shall It Be Suppressed, or Will Congress Protect the People's Rights? Whether or not the people decide to take the combination, point out to the person to whom you are witnessing the foreword on the second page, which foreword reads: "One great issue before the American people is whether or not this shall continue to be a land of freedom of speech; or shall the people be like dumb, driven cattle? Read carefully this booklet and then write your congressman what you expect him to do to safeguard your interests." This statement immediately leads to the petition, which petition should then be presented for the name and address. If the person does not contribute 50c for the three bound books, he will, in most cases, contribute 5c for the booklet, and if not and he is interested in our work, the booklet should be left free if he promises to read it. The petition he can sign doubtlessly sign.

How to Obtain the Names

Hand the individual on whom you call the special testimony card. Let him read this. Hand him the books in the wrapper as well as the special booklet. If he is seeking the truth and has 50c he will undoubtedly obtain a combination, which combination will include the special booklet, TRUTH: Shall It Be Suppressed, or Will Congress Protect the People's Rights? Whether or not the people decide to take the combination, point out to the person to whom you are witnessing the foreword on the second page, which foreword reads: "One great issue before the American people is whether or not this shall continue to be a land of freedom of speech; or shall the people be like dumb, driven cattle? Read carefully this booklet and then write your congressman what you expect him to do to safeguard your interests." This statement immediately leads to the petition, which petition should then be presented for the name and address. If the person does not contribute 50c for the three bound books, he will, in most cases, contribute 5c for the booklet, and if not and he is interested in our work, the booklet should be left free if he promises to read it. The petition he can sign doubtlessly sign.

Order Your Bound Books Now

Be Sure to Make Out Reports Correctly

Jehovah's witnesses in this country will all wish to have a good stock of The Harp of God, Deliverance and Deiliverance. It is easy to imagine someone, whose present is weak, saying it can't be done, but the Lord through his Word among their friends as well as on网站首页 set out herein should sound car meeting is to contain a number of announcements regarding this petition, and the service director or the one who has charge of the meeting is to see to it that adequate provisions are made for those present to sign the petition and obtain additional copies to circulate among their friends as well as giving them an opportunity to get the literature. Sound cars and transcription machines broadcasting on streets and public places while the brethren are witnessing throughout the neighborhood will also make periodic announcements of the petition that the people may know what it is all about by the time the workers return from the service, and that these transcription and phonograph meetings are to include an introduction of the petition with an invitation to all present to have a part in circulating them.

By this means it will be readily possible for all persons of good will in this country to take their stand and to declare themselves on the Lord's side. Do not, however, depend upon the other agencies to do your part. Set as your quota 14 signers each day; make it your business to get them. If the petition exceeds ten million, well and good; let each one do his part, and the Lord will undoubtedly add His blessing and make this campaign a stupendous witness to the people of His name.

On the petition sheets is space for the names and addresses of 20 individuals. You may also use the street number, the city, and the state, so that when the time comes United States Government will have no excuse for not making this information to the people of this land. Consignments of the petition order, and do not stop the work with the companies, pioneers and auxiliaries. There are where there are many pioneers and foreign groups in English company combinations of three for every ten million copies. The shipment is being made to the director. The first shipment is made up at the factory. The company worker can have 5 sheets, each auxiliary 10, and pioneers 15, to start with. As soon as he can, he will pass the sheets to the Society and they will be shipped to you immediately.

The quota of signers to be obtained has been set at ten million. It is easy to imagine someone, whose present is weak, saying it can't be done, but the Lord through his Word makes void any such attitude. 'We can do all things through Christ who strengthens us.'—R.V.

Here are the facts. There are approximately 24,000 witnesses in the United States. If each one obtains 417 signers we shall exceed ten million. But someone will say, "Oh, yes, but how are we going to get 417 each?" That is the job. That is the job. "That is the job. That is the job. That is the job."
Send All Orders to Brooklyn Office

We wish to again remind the brethren that orders for publications from the Society's depots are filled by the Brooklyn office. Whenever possible, each order should be accompanied by a check. In the case of samples, free, or literature which can be sent directly from the depot, you may forward your orders to the Brooklyn office. In this connection, we must again emphasize that the Society does not conduct a mail order business, and all orders sent to the Society will be forwarded to the Brooklyn office. This office will then be responsible for filling such orders. However, some of the brethren take advantage of this provision and make it a habit to send their orders to the Brooklyn office, thereby placing an additional burden on the office. This should not be done, and we ask that every effort be made to forward orders to the Society's depots, as previously suggested regarding this matter.

(Continued from page 1, column 4)

Send Orders Immediately

The Society's Calendar for 1935 is set out in the December 1 Bulletin. Jehovah's witnesses will be very interested in the work that is being done in the Kingdom by the brethren who perform the various responsibilities connected with their Kingdom work. The Calendar will be especially pleased with it. It is full of action, and depicts one of the most important Bible prophecies of the year, namely, the Kingdom of God.

Jehovah's witnesses must perform during the two months of December and January only, now set out in the Calendar for 1935, are especially important. Jehovah's witnesses will be particularly interested during the year. Order now from the Society at Brooklyn or through the Society's office in Washington, D.C. There is a remittance of 25c for each Calendar; or five to one address can be purchased at a saving of 50c.

Jehovah's witnesses Richly Blessed at Atlanta

Splendid Witness Given

Jehovah's witnesses assembled at Atlanta, Georgia, for a three-day convention, and Jehovah was highly pleased with the work that was done. The big feature of the convention was the radio church board-up which was a splendid exhibit of the Kingdom message in all parts of the United States. The short-wave stations used carried the message almost everywhere. From Columbia, South Carolina, to California, into the northern parts of Canada, across the Italian-speaking countries in Switzerland, South Africa, the message was heard at the same instant that the large audience that packed the auditorium heard the lecture. The Convention was a big success, and a large number of these should be disposed of among foreign-speaking people during these two months while the special offer is good.

The 1935 Calendar Is Ready Now

Several Hundred Thousand Bound Books

There have been shipped to the company organizations, pioneers and auxiliaries special wrappers which will go around three clothbound books, namely, the Calendar, the Watchtower and the Bible. The regular edition will consist of 360 pages of text matter, also the complete index. The edition which is addressed especially to the English service director, and he is the large audience that packed the auditorium heard the lecture.

Phonograph Lectures Now Available in Spanish

In many parts of the United States, particularly in the Southwest, there are many Spanish-speaking people. To aid in carrying the message to these people, Jehovah's witnesses in this country have done a great deal of work. A big feature of the Convention was the radio church board-up which was a splendid exhibit of the Kingdom message in all parts of the United States. The short-wave stations used carried the message almost everywhere. From Columbia, South Carolina, to California, into the northern parts of Canada, across the Italian-speaking countries in Switzerland, South Africa, the message was heard at the same instant that the large audience that packed the auditorium heard the lecture. The Convention was a big success, and a large number of these should be disposed of among foreign-speaking people during these two months while the special offer is good.

The big feature of the convention was the radio church board-up which was a splendid exhibit of the Kingdom message in all parts of the United States. The short-wave stations used carried the message almost everywhere. From Columbia, South Carolina, to California, into the northern parts of Canada, across the Italian-speaking countries in Switzerland, South Africa, the message was heard at the same instant that the large audience that packed the auditorium heard the lecture. The Convention was a big success, and a large number of these should be disposed of among foreign-speaking people during these two months while the special offer is good.
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